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Adventures with Public Safety

Circus clowns around
campus without alcohol
By Blanca Torii and
Kasha Patel
The Big Blue Circus is coming
to Torero town in honor of National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week,
hosted by the Center for Health and
Wellness Promotion. The event will
take place in the UC Forums A and B on
Tuesday from noon to 3 p.m.
The CHWP, part of a coalition
with the USD Health Center and the
Counseling Center, provides education
and outreach services intended to
promote student wellness.
The theme of the 2011 NCAAW
is "clowning around without alcohol."
The Big Blue Circus will kick off the
week, featuring music provided by USD
sophomore Jesus Espinosa, known as
DJ Swish, as well as a photo booth,
blue cotton candy, carnival games
and giveaways. There will also be an
NCAAW cupcake walk sponsored by

Associated Students.
"We want our students to know that
they can have fun without the influences
of alcohol," Assistant Director of the
CHWP Meghan McCarthy said. "We
thought a circus would be a fun way to
bring the USD community together and
raise awareness about alcohol use and
drunk driving."
Later in the week there will be an
"alcohol cab" in the style of the TV
game show "Cash Cab," where students
will compete to win prizes in exchange
for answering alcohol-related questions.
There will also be a Haunted Circus
Halloween Dance on Friday, Oct. 28
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the UC Forums.
"Challenging social norms is very
important, when addressing problematic
drinking behaviors," Director of the
CHWP Melissa Halter said.
According to a recent survey,
Halter said, USD students perceive

See BLUE, Page 2
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USD Sophomore Sean Spinney stands with two Public Safety officers before accompanying them on a ride-along on Sept. 17. Spinney
observed incidents reported to Public Safety between 10 p.m. and 2:30 a.m. during the officers' shift.

Sophomore student rides with Public Safety and
chronicles campus events on a Saturday night
By Sean Spinney
USD sophomore Sean Spinney
accompanied USD Public Safety
officers on their rounds during a
Saturday night shift, making note
of their procedures and the ways
in which they keep campus safe.
The following is the first of a threepart series written from Spinney's
perspective which details what he
observed during the rounds. Spinney
arranged the ride-along through
USD Public Safety Captain Quinton
Kawahara.
Every USD student has had
an interaction with Public safety
before, or has at least seen them in
action. With such a small campus, it's
impossible to go a day without seeing
a Public Safety officer at least once.
Other than dealing with skateboarders
and assisting students who have had
too much to drink, what do they do?
I decided to find out during a ridealong with a Public Safety officer
on Saturday, Sept. 17. Names and
locations have been shortened or
changed to ensure the confidentiality
of those mentioned. The following is
a report of what I saw.
At 10 p.m., I arrived at the
Department of Public Safety Office
and met Officer G, a former sheriff
and police officer in the U.S. Navy,
who I was to ride with for the night. I
was introduced to a USD community
director. It is Public Safety policy to
have a community director on hand
every night to assist Public Safety
officers with disciplinary calls. The

community director would testify in
court in addition to a Public Safety
officer, should there be a need for
another witness.
It wasn't a busy night when I
arrived and after getting some in-caseof-emergency instruction, Officer
G and I got in a Public Safety patrol
vehicle and headed off.
"You'll
see
the
campus
differently," Officer G said as we
drove.
We settled at the large intersection
near the east entrance to the Missions
Parking Structure and began to watch
for activity. Most students had already
left campus for their respective
Saturday night adventures, so traffic
was slow. Most of the cars coming
in and out were cabs. Officer G
explained that traffic typically peaks
between midnight and 1 a.m.
"We don't like to [stop cabs],"
Officer G said as a cab drove by.
"They're doing the right thing. If we
stopped cabs, there'd be more people
driving, maybe someone drunk."
Officer G explained that public
safety officers are very concerned
with drunk drivers. After switching
locations to the entrance of the San
Antonio de Padua parking lot, and
seeing a handful of people almost run
stop signs, we found someone that
was driving a little too fast at a stop
sign.
A t I f :1 0 p . m . , w e g o t o u t o f
the cruiser. I stood to the side of the
patrol vehicle with the door open,
just in case I had to get back in for
an emergency. After asking a few
questions and taking the driver
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The Big Blue Circus, part of USD's National College Alcohol Awareness Week, will be
held onTuesday from noon to 3 p.m. in the UC Forums A and B.The Haunted Circus Hal
loween Dance, also part of NCAAW, will be held on Friday, Oct. 28 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
in the UC Forums.

license, registration and school ID,
Officer G stood behind the car and ran
the card numbers through the dispatch
station. Another officer, Officer M,
drove up and parked his car. It is
Public Safety protocol to have at least
two officers on scene. Officer M is a
former San Diego Police officer and
has participated in law enforcement
since he was eighteen years old.
Officer M walked over and
shined his flashlight into the car. After
running the driver license and school
ID numbers, Officer G let the driver
off with a warning. At 11:16 p.m. we
got back into the patrol vehicle and
continued to patrol the campus.
Just a few minutes later we got a
call over the radio that a student in the
Valley may have taken prescription
medication in addition to drinking
heavily, and was now vomiting in her
room. We sped down to the Valley and
went inside the student's building.
Officer M arrived at the same time.
The student was face down and
yelling in her apartment. The officers
began to ask her simple questions,
checking if she needed medical care.
Rather than
answering the
questions, the girl yelled, "I don't
wanna die."
Officer M reassured her that she
was going to be fine, using a calm tone
that he has learned to adopt through
years of experience.
Officer G then questioned the
students that had placed the call to the
Public Safety office. According to the
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The Black
Death, take
two

By Bernadette Smith
The Black Death is getting
revitalized as scientists attempt to
extract its DNA from the teeth of
exhumed victims killed by the disease
in the Middle Ages, according to
The New York Times. Fortunately,
there is no need to worry yet, as the
point of the study is to research the
bacterium's genome and not to have
a mass death do-over. Scientists have
successfully sequenced the genome
of the Bubonic Plague-causing
bacterium in an effort to understand
why it killed off so many people in
such a short amount of time.
While it is cool that modern
technology has enabled us to
resurrect a dead bacterium in order
to study its infectious properties,
one has to wonder about the ethical
implications of bringing a deadly
bacterium back to life, especially
a bacterium that killed no less than
one third of Western Europe's entire
population in the middle ages.
We are fortunate that we live in
an age of antibiotics, sewage systems
and advanced medical care - all of
which were not available to medieval
city-dwellers.
In this instance, I keep thinking
about the case of the Africanized
honey bee. For those not familiar,
the story of the Africanized honey
bee is a concerning one. A researcher
in the 1950s interbred European and
African honey bees and brought
them to South America to study their
characteristics. Shortly thereafter,
the bees were accidentally released
into the wild and have slowly
spread throughout the Southern
and Northern American regions.
The Africanized honey bees are
particularly aggressive and have
replaced the native populations of
honey bees. It is not known how far
their populations will spread, but
maps now track their progress in
nine of the United States. In addition,
the effect that the replacement of the
native bees has had on ecosystems is
also not fully understood.
While the difference between
bees and bacteria is vast, the main
point behind the comparison is not. If
there was an instance where studying
a contained species, then having that
species escape, affected one-quarter
of the entire world's landscape, it is
certainly possible that such an event
could happen again. Even more
alarmingly, the escape of a deadly
bacterium would pile up a much
higher body count than what the
Africanized bee attacks have caused.
The researchers say that the studies
will only be conducted in secure
facilities.
On the flip side, however, early
findings from the study so far claim
that the deadliness of the bacterium
has been a result of the conditions of
the time. According to The New York
Times, the bacterium's DNA is a
single chromosome with 4.6 million
base pairs, and it also has three small
plasmid rings of DNA. Medieval
problems adding to the bacterium's
voracity could have included famine,
malnutrition, bad hygiene and high
concentrations of waste in cities.
Researchers
originally
excavated a cemetery full of Black
Death victims near London in the
1980s, and teeth from four of the
victims led to reconstruction of the
bacterium DNA, reported The New
York Times. There is a bacterium
related to the Black Death alive
today that still infects humans, but
has different symptoms. Scientists
are trying to figure out the evolution
of the two bacteria, and some argue
they are directly related while others
argue they originated from different
sources.
According to The New York
Times, the ultimate goal of the
study is to modify a current, living
bacterium so that its DNA matches
the DNA of the ancient Black Death
bacterium.
I find
it to be incredibly
interesting that this type of DNA
experimentation has never been done
before. Modern science is entering a
new realm of possibilities in terms
of disease control and understanding
disease outbreak. Along with this
development however, comes the
responsibility to discuss research
ethics and how the progress of a
study can affect the lives of many.
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Members of the National Alcohol Awareness Week planning team take a break from organizing to promote the theme of this year's event, "clowning around without alcohol."

The Big Blue Circus is coming to town
BLUE, continuted from Front Page
that 97 percent of their peers get drunk
regularly, but data collected by the
National College Health Assessment
reveals much lower rates of drinking
among USD students. The NCHA data
shows that nearly 60 percent of USD
students reported that they did not engage
in binge drinking in the two weeks prior
to taking the survey, and that nearly a
quarter of USD students reported they do
not drink alcohol at all.
Moises
Baron,
a
clinical
psychologist and the Student Affairs
Assistant Vice President for Student
Wellness, said that alcohol education
is important for student safety because

it allows students to "prevent some of
the health, academic, legal and social
problems that frequently accompany
problematic drinking."
CHWP was awarded a grant of
$15,000 from RADD, the Entertainment
Industry's Voice for Road Safety,
formerly known as Recording Artists,
Actors and Athletes Against Drunk
Driving, under the California Coalition
for Safer Universities.
"This extra funding allows us to
host an event bigger than previous years
in hopes of reaching out to more USD
students," McCarthy said. "We are not
telling them not to drink, but if they
choose to, we want them to know how
much they are drinking and how to be
safe about it."

Campus Connections, a student
organization within the CHWP, is taking
the lead in planning the Big Blue Circus.
"We are group of certified peer
educators who sponsor events promoting
healthy lifestyles and have received
alcohol as well as drug education within
the USD community," sophomore and
president of Campus Connections Karen
Goldberg said.
Every year members of CC become
certified peer educators, undergoing 12
hours of training to develop their skills
as student leaders. According to Halter,
the CHWP relies heavily on the influence
of peer education.
"Students are challenged to be part
of the solution, and supporting NCAAW
is being part of the solution," Halter said.

NCAAW is sponsored by the
Boosting
Alcohol
Consciousness
Concerning the Health of University
Students organization, known as the
BACCHUS Network, which focuses
on health and safety peer education
in university and community settings.
USD's CC peer educators get their
certifications through the BACCHUS
Network.
According to the BACCHUS
Network website, NCAAW has grown to
become their largest initiative in which
more than 900 colleges and universities
across the country
host events.
BACCHUS claims the initiative's
success stems from the student leaders
who participate in NCAAW for their
campus communities.

TV anchor helps youth envision a new Nepal
By Lindsay Price
Santosh Shah, award-winning
journalist, producer and anchor of the
television talk show "Power Talks,"
started a dialogue with the USD
community regarding the corruption
in Nepal. Part of the Institute for Peace
and Justice Daylight Series, the talk
was held on Oct. 10 in IPJ Room D.
Shah was recently named one of the
Top 99 Most Influential International
Professionals Under 33 by Diplomatic
Courier Magazine for his recent work
with the youth of Southern Nepal. Shah
is the president and creator of Today's
Youth Asia, a youth driven organization
that aims to redistribute power back
into the hands of emerging leaders in
Nepal. Shah works with the youth to
develop leadership skills that address
the local, national, regional and global
issues affecting Nepal.
"Hope is not a plan, and a plan is
what we need," Shah said.
In the past three years, Shah said,
the situation in Nepal has gone from
hopeful to discouraging. "The fruit was
once ripe, but is now decaying," he

said.
Shah drew attention to the festering
corruption in Nepal's leadership - from
incompetent bureaucrats to illegal
activity taking place within government.
Shah explained that he grapples with
the current leaders to pull back the
curtain separating the power holders
from Nepal's people. In 2006, Shah
said, the country's police force stopped
functioning entirely. According to Shah,
five years without an active safety force
has left Nepal in a downward spiral of
illegal drug farming, poaching, high
deforestation and ever-increasing rates
of sex trafficking.
"When the root cause of any
corruption is the leadership, the entire
region will fall into corruption with it,"
Shah said.
Everyday, according to Shah,
600 to 800 young people of Nepal are
fleeing their country. Planes out of
Nepal are packed with migrant workers
leaving the desperate conditions. Shah
explained that Nepal's generation
of young workers feel voiceless and
immobile.
"With each day passing, it gets
worse and worse," Shah said.

In the past nine years,
Shah has experimented with
creating peaceful leadership
through
a
grassroots
approach.
According
to Shah, Nepal's senior
generation is very corrupt,
and he has reached out to
the young people to create
a new forum of leadership.
Shah said that he has huge
faith in Nepal's youth to
enact change, but noted
that they generally lack
the confidence do it alone.
With a safe forum to move
forward and excel, Shah
said, the youth will be more
likely to be successful.
Shah works with the
members of his youth group
Lindsay Price/The Vista
to develop plans for how Speaker Santosh Shah, journalist and anchor of "Power
they think Nepal's problems Talks," related his experience with the youth of Southern
should be addressed.
Nepal during his lecture in the IPJ Room D on Oct. 10.
"It's
been
hugely
the deep-rooted corruption. They feel
insightful to see how they
are working to resolve the issues in important and responsible."
their own community," Shah said.
Shah hopes that by 2015, there will
"This approach empowers the kids and
be grassroots leaders all -over Nepal's
makes them feel passionate in reversing capital city of Katmandu.

Education act brings LGBT studies to classroom
By Lauren Millslagle
Public school officials are scratch
ing their heads at how to incorporate
new provisions outlined by recently
signed SB 48 into their curricula. The
bill, known as the Fair, Accurate, In
clusive and Respectful Education Act,
amends the current California Educa
tion Code to include political, econom
ic and social contributions of individu
als with disabilities and lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender people into
social studies textbooks.
Public school classrooms from
kindergarten through twelfth grade will
start to see changes in coursework be
ginning January of next year. The fastapproaching start date is leaving educa
tors with little time to incorporate the
new material into lesson plans.
Sponsored by gay senator Mark
Leno, the FAIR Education Act ensures
that the historical contributions of les
bian, gay, bisexual and transgender
people are accurately and fairly por
trayed in instructional materials. SB 48
adds LGBT people to the existing list
of underrepresented cultural and ethnic
groups included in the state's inclusive
education requirements, according to
the SB 48 fact sheet.
USD PRIDE club vice president
Niko Pascua recalls growing up as part
of the LGBT community.
"I know that as a confused junior
high student, I struggled accepting ho
mosexuality as part of my identity sim
ply because all I heard about the gay
community was that it had the highest
percentage of AIDS victims - hardly

something to be happy about," Pascua
said. "However, by giving LGBT stu
dents historical figures to look upon as
role models, and by showing students
that do not identify with the community
that there is in reality great accomplish
ments associated with the identity, I
think it will greatly reduce bullying."
Like Pascua, many supporters
hope the bill will become a means to
reduce the bullying of LGBT students
in schools.
"The FAIR Education Act will
ensure that LGBT students know that
people just like them have been an im
portant part of our history, increasing
their sense of self-worth," California
Assembly member and SB 48 co-au
thor Toni Atkins said in a press release.
"Accurate education also helps reduce
stereotypes and negative views, which
will lead to a reduction in bullying and
harassment of LGBT students."
The hopeful outlook of what the
bill can achieve appears to be more than
mere speculation. The 2003 Preventing
School Harassment Survey in Califor
nia found that only 11 percent of stu
dents reported being bullied in schools
where youth reported having learned
about LGBT people in the curriculum.
In schools where students reported not
having learned about LGBT people,
this bullying rate more than doubled,
reaching 24 percent.
The FAIR Education Act has been
met with opposition from conservative
and religious activist groups after being
signed into effect by Governor Jerry
Brown on July 14. Stop SB 48, a con
servative group against the bill, collect
ed signatures to include a referendum

on the June 2012 statewide ballot that
would repeal the FAIR act.
The group's website claims that
the bill "does absolutely nothing" to
address bullying in schools, but rather
"diverts precious classroom time" to
studies that do not enhance the basic
learning skills such as science, math
and English. Stop SB 48 also claims
the bill is part of the "political agenda
of a few" and does not help to prepare
students to meet the demands of an in
creasing global economy.
Although the group was unable to
collect enough signatures by the Oct.
14 deadline, there are still other av
enues for the bill to be overturned.
Calvary Chapel Corona, an evan
gelical Christian church of 1,200 con
gregants in western Riverside County,
is an active organization within Stop
SB 48. Members of the church are pull
ing their children out of public schools
in protest of the act according to the
Los Angeles Times.
"This law teaches children that
it's okay to be gay, and that's not my
Christian values," said Bryan Breuer,
one of the congregants who withdrew
his children from public schools, to the
Los Angeles Times. "I don't understand
trying to force this on my children."
Pascua's response to these com
ments is one of approval. He reasons
that when schools have fewer students
who disapprove of the LGBT lifestyle,
the bullying for those students will de
crease.
"I am excited to hear that some
parents are pulling their children out
of public schools because of this act,"
Pascua said. "Thinking about it, if the

parents teaching their children that gay
is not okay are removing the children
instilled with this belief from the com
munity, a much safer environment is
being created for the students who are
LGBT." '
One of the major concerns of op
posing organizations is that children
will be taught inappropriate lessons
regarding sexuality. According to
their website, The Safe Schools Coali
tion, an educational support group for
LGBT youth, clarifies that the focus of
new lesson plans will be about family
diversity, gender stereotypes and antibullying.
To illustrate the type of lessons that
will be taught, Jane Raphael, a teacher
at Wonderland Avenue Elementary
School in Laurel Canyon, described to
the Los Angeles Times a class activ
ity focused on inclusion that she uses
with her students. Raphael invited her
two dozen kindergartners, first graders
and second graders to sit in a circle and
tell a story about their families. The stu
dents described a cross section of mod
ern-day America - moms and dads, sib
lings, divorced parents and a girl with
two mommies. There was no discussion
about sex or gay lifestyles. The exercise
simply underscored that families come
in all sizes, shapes and configurations.
If the bill is not repealed, changes
in curricula must be implemented start
ing Jan. 1, 2012. However, changes in
textbooks will most likely not be seen
until 2019, as there is a budgetary sus
pension on the adoption of new educa
tional materials through 2015, and up
dating textbooks is typically a four-year
process.
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October 10 - October 17

October 17, 2011

October 10, 2011

October 12, 2011

Location: UNI VERSITYTERRACE APARTMENTS

Location: BORREGO HALL

At 11:34 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a
student's laptop from her residence between Oct. 4 at 2 p.m.
and Oct. 7 at 3 p.m. Anyone having information regarding
this incident is encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619)
260-7777.

At 6:09 p.m. Public Safety responded to a fire alarm. Upon
investigation, the fire alarm activated due to a plastic bowl
which melted on a resident's stove. There was no sign of fire
in the area and no damage occurred.

At 9:04 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person cut down a portion
of the canvas tarp which hangs along the field fence between
Oct. 14 and Oct. 17.

October 12, 2011

October 15, 2011

Location: SOFTBALL FIELD

Location: UNIVERSITYTERRACE APARTMENTS

October 10, 2011
Location: MARIAN WAY @ COPLEY LIBRARY
At 11:06 p.m. Public Safety observed an individual acting
suspiciously. Upon investigation, the individual was identified
as a student and cited for possession of marijuana and other
narcotics. This incident was referred to SDPD.

At 10:21 p.m. Public Safety responded to a noise complaint.
Upon investigation, eight students were cited for possession
of marijuana and minor in possession of alcohol.

October 13, 2011

Location: OLIN LOT
At 11:23 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a student's
parking permit from his motorcycle on Oct. 12 between 7:40
a.m. and 9:00 a.m.

At 4:39 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, an unknown person removed an
individual's unsecured bicycle from the Manchester Sports
Field between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.

October 17, 2011

Location: WEST PARKING STRUCTURE

October 12, 2011

Location: MANCHESTER SPORTS FIELD

At 12:14 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of two
dogs locked in a vehicle. While investigating the vehicle,
marijuana was also seen in plain view. Both SDPD and San
Diego County Animal Control were contacted. The owner of
the vehicle was identified as a visitor and he was taken into
custody by SDPD.

Location: PRESIDIO TERRACE APARTMENTS
At 2:55 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an upknown person removed a student's
secured bicycle between Oct. 16 at 5:30 p.m. and Oct. 17 at
2:55 p.m.. Anyone having information regarding this incident
is encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.

Student rides with Public Safety, reports findings
RIDE, continuted from Front Page
students, the female student was
returning from a party, stumbled out
of a cab followed by a sober friend
and wasn't able to make it back to
her room. A few students saw the girl
having trouble and helped her into
her building. Her friend was worried
that she took medication, which was
prescribed, before they went out.
Firefighters and paramedics then
showed up to evaluate the student's
condition.
The firefighter
asked questions
similar to those asked by Officer M.
"C'mon, you're better than this what year is it?" the firefighter shouted
in a humorous tone, seemingly trying
to calm the student. Apparently it was
1994.
The paramedics then laid the
student on a stretcher, and wheeled her
off to an ambulance.
"We're probably going to get
another one of those in five minutes,"
Officer G said, referring to the
intoxication call. "The parents aren't
gonna be happy when they get the bill
for this."
An
ambulance
ride
and
hospitalization for intoxication costs
about $500.
Officer G and Officer M said
they were pleased that the students
were cooperative and that the female
student received proper medical care.
After about 10 minutes of stabilizing
the student, the ambulance left.
At 11:50 p.m., we got back into the
cruiser and began patrolling again. Ten
minutes later, we received another call
for student intoxication. A Resident
Assistant was doing rounds and saw a
student being carried to his room.
We arrived at 11:58 p.m., but the
situation wasn't as serious, or as loud,
as the previous one. The officers began
asking the student if he knew the
current year, which the student replied
was 2008.
Officer M then brought out a
breathalyzer. The student's blood
alcohol level would determine if he
needed to go to detox. After three
attempts, the student wasn't able to
blow hard enough into the breathalyzer
to get a reading. In such cases, it is
Public Safety policy to assume that the
student is intoxicated and needs to go
to detox or if they're belligerent, jail.
After putting the student in handcuffs
and getting him into the back of the
cruiser, we were off to detox. We
arrived at detox and Officer G took
off the handcuffs. Officer G explained
that the handcuffs guarantee that
the student will not hurt themselves
or someone else, thus ensuring the
student's safety.
The detox center is a large white
room, where those that check in pay
$75 and get a mat to sleep on for at
least four hours, or until they sober up.
Detox is offered as an alternative to
jail and a criminal record.

Laura Wetherell/The Vista

USD sophomore Sean Spinney (left) accompanies a Public Safety officer during his night shift on Saturday, Sept. 17.

We walked in and the student
stumbled over to the desk. He swayed
and nearly fell trying to get his wallet
out. After the student signed in, Officer
G gave him a card with the Public
Safety number on it to call for a ride
when he sobered up. At 12:25 a.m. we
headed back to campus.
At 1:20 a.m., Officer G spotted a
vehicle with a possible drunk driver
on Linda Vista Road. The car was
swerving back and forth violently on
the road. He followed the driver and
ran the car's license plate number
through Public Safety dispatch. After
it was determined that the car didn't
belong to someone affiliated with
USD, Officer G reported it to SDPD
and drove back on campus.
I was with Officer M at the time.
I asked why Officer G didn't pull the
car over. Officer M explained that
Public Safety only has jurisdiction
on USD property and off campus
housing, while SDPD is responsible
for patrolling all other areas.
"What? So that's it?" 1 asked,
surprised.
"Yup, that's it," Officer M said.
"It's a pain ain't it? Most of the time
they [SDPD] don't even find them."
After that shocking discovery
I went back into Officer G's car and
we went to assist another officer with
a vehicle stop. The student that was
pulled over had bright red, bloodshot
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eyes. After a quick breathalyzer test
it was determined that he had not
consumed any alcohol and was given
a warning.
At 1:52 a.m., we spotted a car that
looked like it had too many people
in it. We pulled the vehicle over in
the Valley and eight people got out.
Officer G administered the driver a
sobriety test, which the driver passed.
The passengers sat down on the curb
and Officer G began to question them.
None of them looked intoxicated.
Officer G asked if any of them had
consumed alcohol. One person raised
a hand. He asked again, and another
student said he "sorta" did earlier in
the day.
Frustrated, Officer G asked again.
"From the time you woke up, to
right now, have you had any alcohol?"
Some of the students replied that
they had.
After talking to the other officer
at the scene, Officer G addressed the
whole group.
"Okay, everyone here can take
care of themselves," he said. "No one's
drunk. You were doing the right thing
by having a DD [designated driver].
Just make sure the next time you go
out, everyone's got a ride."
We got back in the cruiser and
Officer G chuckled that someone in
the car thought putting eight people in
a five-seater sedan was a good idea.
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At 2:10 a.m., we made a loop up
to the Alcala Vista Apartments and
found a student sitting alone next to the
entrance, waiting for a cab to take her
home to the beach. Officer G asked if
he could drive her to the main entrance
to hail a cab for her there.
The student got in the car and
we drove down to the campus east
entrance. Officer G found a cab that
was dropping people off and asked the
driver to take the girl home. Officer G
wanted to ensure that the student had a
safe ride back to her residence.
"I don't like seeing that," Officer
G said. "I have two daughters at
home."
At 2:21 a.m., on our way back to
the Public Safety office, we got a call
that someone smelled marijuana in the
University Terrace Apartments.
"Most of the time they [students]
say there's marijuana just so we
come," Office G commented.
We got out of the cruiser and
approached the apartment. We could
hear music coming from inside, but
didn't smell any marijuana. One person
answered the door, looking surprised.
We could see alcohol bottles in the
room. Officer G asked for ID,and asked
who else was in the apartment. The
student said a friend and his girlfriend
were "passed out" in a bedroom.
Officer G asked for the student to
awaken his friends. According to
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Officer G, "passed out" could mean
asleep or in need of medical attention.
The couple drowsily emerged from the
bedroom and produced IDs. Officer G
determined that everyone was of legal
drinking age.
Officer G asked the students to
keep it quiet for the rest of the night.
The student who answered the door
asked Officer G if I had made the
complaint to Public Safety. I chuckled
and told him that I write for The Vista.
We got back in the car and headed
back to the Public Safety office.
Before I headed home for the night, I
asked Officer G what he thought about
student conduct at USD.
"It's all about attitude," Officer G
said. "All we want to hear is the truth.
You're in college. You're gonna drink.
You're gonna make mistakes and learn
from them."
According to Public Safety,
many students wrongfully assume
that the officers "ruin student fun"
because they are the campus law
enforcement. But in my ride-along
with the officers, calls that resulted in
student conduct write-ups were made
almost exclusively by other students.
Disciplinary action is initiated not
only by Public Safety, but by RAs
and Community Directors as well. As
their website reads, the Department of
Public Safety is "committed to safety
through education."

The Vista publication is written and edited by USD students
and funded by revenues generated by advertising and a student fee.
Advertising material published is for information purposes only and
is not to be construed as an expressed or implied endorsement or
verification of such commercial venues by the staff or University. The
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5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
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ters should be limited to 300 words and must be signed. For identifi
cation purposes, USD identification numbers and writer's year must
be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right to edit published
letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for publica
tion unless otherwise stated.
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Jobs' death impacts tech community
At 56, Steve Jobs facilitated lives beginning with an iPod

By McKenna Duley

Former Apple CEO Steve Jobs is
a mastermind of our time. A genius at
everything he could get his hands on,
Jobs is most renowned for his incred
ible work at Apple Inc. Although it was
his intuition and foresight that made
Apple products so amazing, his death
will certainly change the company for
ever.
Jobs transformed the personal tecBy Anna von Bertrab
nology world by developing the idea
of creating something out of already
available technology and simplifying
How many times do we forget it, making it aesthetically pleasing to
to send that email, to call that person the eye. Even though he invented the
back, to go to that professor's office first music player and the first touch
hours? Life has us up and down, screen device, his ways of making tech
doing, going and almost never nology something that everyone could
stopping. We just forget about the learn and master is arguably the most
small things and they slip through the important contribution to the realm of
cracks. It's normal forgetting little personal computers.
things like a phone call to big things
Jobs had been battling pancreatic
like globalization. There is only so cancer for nearly 10 years, and he knew
much that we can remember, thoug;, if after a while that his time would finally
not, we will surely go crazy. Honestly, come. However, this never affected his
we all forget about the things that are strive to work hard and continue devel
always there.
oping marketable products for consum
Allan Sekula, a renowned artist ers. Quite recently, when his health got
and film director, screened his new worse, he stepped down as CEO saying,
release "Forgotten Space" at Warren "I believe Apple's brightest and most
Auditorium on Oct. 12. The "forgotten innovative days are ahead of it. And I
space," which he adequately names look forward to watching and contrib
his video essay, is the sea. Sekula uting to its success in a new role."
narrates the documentary and says
He worked hard to the very end
"the sea is forgotten until disaster and did everything in his ability to
strikes." Oil spills, tsunamis, tidal ensure that one of the world's larg
waves, sinking ships and floods are a est companies would prove to be even
few of the maritime disasters that turn more successful after his death. Many
our eyes to the open abyss, but we still believe that Jobs was just getting start
quickly avert them after some time.
ed after the release of a recent string
That the ocean makes up 70 of effective products that included the
percent of the earth is something iPod, iPhone and iPad. These products
we all can easily forget about. It is changed what the world knew about
constantly present in our lives. We personal computers and electronics and
like the view, the beach and the fish
made using complicated technology
that it provides. How often, though, simple. Jobs spent a great deal of time
do we disregard the ocean as a means ensuring that his vision will be kept
of transportation, economic gains and clear for the company and future heir
ultimately globalization?
of Apple, newly appointed CEO, Tim
Sekula, along with director Noel Cook.
Burch, delve deeper into the ocean
"Steve's brilliance, passion and
to analyze the symbolism and effects energy were the source of countless in
of the sea worldwide with powerful novations that enrich and improve all of
images in the ports of Rotterdam, our lives," Cook said in a press release
Bilbao, Hong Kong and Los Angeles. for Apple after his death. "The world is
I bet we all even forgot L.A. had immeasurably better because of Steve."
a port. San Diego has one too and we
California Governor Jerry Brown
often overlook it. Many thing, from decided to commemorate Steve Jobs
iPhones to the clothes that you are
wearing, came to the U.S. through
a cargo box and a ship, not a plane.
Right now, look at the tag on the
back of your shirt. Where is the shirt
from? Think of the hands that put that
shirt together. How often we forget.
That shirt came to you on a ship with
raw materials from one country and
fabricated in another. Brought here by
means of a ship, a ship with a crew
working endless hours maintaining
the ship. The ship then arrives at a
port where port workers move the
boxes with large cranes. The boxes
then go on trucks or trains. Think then
of the railroad tracks where they lead
to and the homeless men living near
the railroad tracks or the truck drivers
making a living transporting. We are
all dependent on each other in this
global community.
The mysterious metal cubes
eventually arrive at their destination
after the long process. The final step
is getting the merchandise to the store
and consumers purchasing. In the end
we are a living proof of globalization,
so very evident with just our clothes.
In part this is all due to the sea. It
is not something new, but an old world
means of transportation. From the
Phoenicians beginning the maritime
trade in the Mediterranean to the
quintessential Christopher Columbus
making his mistake in search of the
Indies for spices. If it weren't for the
sea, who knows what the Americas
would be?
The sea has become obsolete
in our global community. We know
it's there but we take advantage
....Jt-Ji
IpSP
of it so often and don't think of the
implications. Over 90 percent of the
world's cargo moves by ships. We
automatically assume that it moves by
air, but the sea is cheaper.
Think of the Panama Canal and
how opening up land for the sea to
go through has benefited the maritime
trade economy. We usually only surf
the web and the waves occasionally in
our cyberspace world today, thinking
money moves in the blink of an eye
from one bank account to another.
The seamen do the heavy labor for us.
How ever have we let the ocean
slip through the cracks? It is so vital
for our planet. Thanks to Sekula
and Burch in their award-winning
documentary at the Venice Film
Festival in 2010, we are reminded
vividly of the sea that lies just a few
minutes from USD. So next time
you look out at the ocean view, think
a little bit about the vastness of the
ocean connecting our world.
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Photo courtesy of Apple/FIickr CC
Steve Job's death leaves Apple without its co-founder and visionary innovator.

officially by pronouncing Sunday, Oct.
16 as "Steve Jobs Day." There was a
memorial scheduled that evening at
Stanford University exclusively open
to some residents of Silicon Valley. "It
is fitting that we mark this day to honor
his life and achievements as a uniquely
Californian visionary," Brown said in
PC Mag.
Many others worldwide have done
some commemoration of their own by
sending flowers and cards to Apple
stores or even by holding a vigil with
digital candles on iPads.
Everyone can appreciate Jobs' bril
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line so that one can reach it from any
point in the world. It is just the start to
a very large movement from hard wire
to wireless that will surely be seen over
the next decade.
To add to his premonition, Jobs
secured the approval of plans to build
Apple's new futuristic headquarters
near Cupertino, Calif. The building will
support 12,000 employees according to
the Daily Mail and will sit in a "park
like setting." It is here where workers
will further the imagination that Jobs
had, as well as the vision to continue
changing this world for the better.
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liance, but thanks to his premonition,
the future for loyal fans and consum
ers looks promising. According to the
Daily Mail, Jobs planned far enough
ahead to account for at least four gen
erations of iPads, iPhones, iPods and
MacBooks. Investors and public con
sumers have nothing to worry about for
quite some time, and perhaps the shift
in command can lead to even better ele
ments in the near future for Apple.
The iCloud project has been much
overdue. It allows Apple users to store
music, photos or anything one would
store on a normal hard drive, all on-
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Just in case you missed this week in the business world...
By Anna von Bertrab

1. BlackBerry to make amends after
last week's network failings in over five
continents

6. Lowe's plans to close 20 stores across
the country
The home improvement retailers have seen a drops
in sales and are forced to close stores.

The company will offer free RIM apps for a year
after the outrage that prohibited BlackBerry users
from sending BBMs, connecting to the Internet and
making phone calls.

7. More than 4 million iPhone 4S's sold
this past weekend.

2. Amazon signs up writers, taking the
publishers out of the equation

Apple stores across the country were wrapped with
lines of customers to purchase the latest phone.

Amazon will publish over 100 books this fall
allowing for writers to skip the publisher's process
and go straight to the vending source to receive
publication of books in both print and electronic
formats.

8. Wal-Mart partners with T-Mobile to
JFIDND
offer an unlimited data plan

i

*.

Thiry dollars a month pre-paid deal through WalMart favoring those who prefer to texting and web
browsing.

3. Legoland opens in Winter Haven, Fla.
The Merlin Entertainment Group, a British company
that recently brought Legoland to Fla., hopes to
open more amusement parks in the U.S.

4. Kinder Morgan to Buy El Paso for $21
Billion in Cash, Stock
This is the enregy industry's biggest business
transaction of the year.

5. Deutsche Bank predicts the euro to
fall from $1. 38 to $1.30 by the end of the
year.

The German bank forecasts the euro to decrease
because of the American economy's recovery.

9. Marie Claire magazine launches issue
for the working woman
The November issue will include business related
topics regarding money for the American career
driven woman.

10. British Petroleum recover $4 Billion
dollars from Anadarko due to Gulf of
Mexico oil spill

Last year the largest oil spill in the U.S. occured,
Anadarko Petroleum agreed to pay $4 Billion in
reparation. Accepting responsibility, this week the
Anadarko has paid BP to end the dispute between
the two companies.

WRITE FOR THE BUSINESS SECTION!
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MBA Program

• Mihaylo College of Business
and Economics is the largest
AACSB-accredited b-school on

Monday to Saturday • 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday • 10 am - 4 pm

the West Coast and the 4th
largest in the U.S.
• Our alumni network has over
50,000 graduates.
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• Our full-time, 16-month MBA
includes the unique Mihaylo

BRING THIS AD IN
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Leadership Academy and an
experiential learning international
business trip.

% OFF

• We are ranked by

U.S. News & World Report, Forbes,
and Princeton Review.
• We offer a global perspective and
world view from Orange County,
California—one of the most
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dynamic and vibrant economies
in the nation.
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•

QS MBA World Tour in
San Diego on November 5th.

I

3350 E Street, San Diego, CA 92102-3332
For more information please call (619) 446-2183

VYww.topmba.com/qs-world-mba-tour

Learn more at:

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

mba.ftillerton.edu/ftilltime
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What is law school?
A place w h e r e convention is reinforced?

Or more than that?
A place t o learn a broad repertoire of skills.
A rigorous curriculum in a supportive e n v i r o n m e n t .
An intersection of t h e o r y a n d practice.

Explore the full potential of the law

in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW

I San Diego

What law school ought to be.
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Deaf not
different

By Lauren Vujovich
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As people travel across the world, one must take in the precautions of being outside their native country.

Justice is served for Amanda Knox—But
are traveling students safe?
By Matthew Hose
Amanda Knox collapsed into her
lawyer's arms in an Italian courthouse,
sobbing in relief as he carried her
out into the media-packed streets of
Perugia, Italy. On Oct. 3, after what was
supposed to be a year abroad turned
into four years in Perugian prison, the
Italian appellate court declared her
innocent of the murder of her British
flatmate Meredith Kercher.
But does the eventual triumph
of justice in Italian court mean that
the USD community, with the second
highest percentage of studiers-abroad
in the country, can breathe easy in
foreign countries?
Knox would likely answer no,
considering that the time she could
have spent making new friends,
pursuing her degree or beginning an
internship was instead spent learning
Italian in prison
She said that as she walked into
her and Kercher's flat the morning
after the murder, she saw streaks of
blood leading to Kercher's room and
called the police.
Police found 21-year-old Kercher
dead in her flat with several knife
wounds on her neck, strangulation
marks and signs of sexual assault.
The DNA of Raffaele Sollecito,
Knox's Italian boyfriend at the time,
was reportedly found on Kercher's
bra clasp, and a knife at Sollecito's
apartment purportedly had traces of
both Kercher's and Knox's DNA.
As the circumstantial evidence
of this case was made visible to the
public, rumors began to spread wildly.
The media and even the prosecution

accused Knox of being a Satanist and
killing Kercher in the midst of a sexual
ritual. No evidence was found to point
to these conclusions, giving the case an
exaggerated, tabloid nature.
Dr. Del Dickson, professor of
Political Science and International
Relations at USD, had been following
this case from the beginning.
"There is an old saying among
litigators that if the facts are on your
side, argue the facts, if the law is on
your side argue the law and if neither
the law nor the facts are on your side,
attack the other side personally,"
Dickson said. "And that is pretty much
what the prosecutors did, arguing that
Knox was an evil, promiscuous, drugusing, manipulative seductress. As a
piece of theater it was riveting, as a
forensic argument it rang hollow."
Studiers-abroad
should
take
this to heart, as it becomes easy for
xenophobia to set in when an outsider
is viewed as a social outcast.
Protestors greeted Knox outside
the courthouse with thousands of boos.
Though this sort of cavalcade would
be unlikely to greet other pariahs,
cultural acceptance is a delicate aspect
of studying-abroad.
Before traveling, studiers should
make sure they understand the social
norms of their host country. Even the
smallest aspects of a culture can be
hugely important.
For example, in many countries
such as France, it is perfectly normal
for two people to stand only a few
inches apart when conversing, while
in other countries, including the
U.S., many people would construe
this as threatening or strange.
Knox, however, ignorant of the

culture of Italian law, was hopeless
to understand why the Italian media
were so against her or why the Italian
judicial system used the individually
flimsy pieces of evidence against her
to convict her of murder in December
2009.
This was partly because in
the Italian judicial system, Knox
was assumed "guilty until proven
innocent."
During
the
initial
investigation, police beat her and
deprived her of sleep without offering
her a lawyer. Under duress, she then
confessed to killing Kercher.
She
thereafter
adamantly
denied the truth of this confession.
Despite the unjust method of obtaining
this confession, the prosecution used
her confession indirectly—not to prove
her guilt, but to weaken the idea that
she was innocent.
However, if Knox would have
understood the Italian law system more
adequately, perhaps she would have
been even more reluctant to confess
to anything. She would have realized
that four years in prison were not worth
ending one night of beatings.
Understanding the law of a host
country is also very important for
traveling scholars. Amanda Knox
found out firsthand
that not all
countries have the policy of innocent
until proven guilty.
Knox nevertheless had the support
of her hometown of Seattle, Wash.,
and of most of America, and her appeal
was soon passed through.
A new team of forensics experts
proved that the evidence from
Kercher's bra clasp and from the
knife was insufficient to be tested
for DNA and, in all likelihood, was

contaminated at the crime scene. The
prosecution's case fell into shambles.
With little evidence still standing
against Knox, the appellate court
released her from custody on Oct.
3. She returned to Seattle the next
day, where she was greeted with
applause. Her parents had to remind
her to speak English at her first press
conference.
Amanda Knox's opportunity to
learn her host culture was cut short.
She has harbored the hatred of an entire
town, and in all likelihood of an entire
nation, because of a series of cultural
misunderstandings
and
ignorance
about a legal system with which she
was unfamiliar. In the end, despite
being proven innocent, Knox wouldn't
dare book a flight to Italy. She would
be greeted by boos at the runway.
Nevertheless, no one is saying
that the Italian judicial system is
"wrong" or the American system is
"right." One must take into account
the opposing worldviews of two places
with an ocean between them.
Here
lies
the
point
for
the
USD
students
abroad.
Students must not go into another
country with their own cultural biases.
Instead, they must view each culture on
its own terms, seeking to understand
why it may be different from their own,
instead of immediately writing it off as
barbaric or strange.
Cultural acceptance is a tricky
aspect of studying abroad. However,
it is also something that one must
experience to learn. No one is saying
that studying abroad is too risky, but it
is something that one should certainly
prepare for by studying the ways and
customs of a host country.

In everyday life we never notice all
the things we have, especially the in
finitesimal things. The clicking of your
pen, the pitter-patter of footsteps as you
walk to class, even your own voice. All
of these things seem totally unrelated
at first, but if you take another moment
to really think about it, they all have a
similarity. They make sound. It seems so
natural to hear a sound, but what if you
couldn't? What if you were deaf?
To some people, the thought of be
ing deaf is mortifying. They just cannot
imagine their life without music, talk
ing and hearing every little thing that
happened throughout the day, which is
understandable. It is what we, as people
who can hear, know.
We don't like to feel uncomfort
able or put into a situation where we
feel like a fish in a fishbowl. All eyes on
us—whispering, pointing and staring in
confusion or awe. Yet, this can be the
daily interaction a deaf person has in a
hearing world. Always on display and
seen as someone different. The thing is,
they aren't different. Not at all.
Over spring break I, along with my
two friends Hanna and Jill, had an eyeopening experience when we met a girl
named Anna.
We were vacationing in Hawaii
on the island of Maui and were off on
a snorkeling expedition to the volca
nic rock out in the ocean. It was a long
boat ride so we could not help to glance
around and take in our surrounding pas
sengers, and that is when Anna caught
our eye.
She was signing. Even for me after
being in sign language classes for three
years, I was still shocked to see some
one signing. It seems so rare and hard
to come across, even with us living in a
town that was minutes away from Fre
mont, the deaf capital of the world.
I knew from my sign classes that
you aren't supposed to stare at the con
versations for it is considered rude. It is
the same situation in the hearing world
if you were to walk up to a random con
versation and just listen. It is eavesdrop
ping all the same, whether you are deaf
or hearing, you don't do it.
However, none of the other passen
gers seemed to know this etiquette for
all they did was stare at her as if she was
free entertainment. Granted, it is hard
to not look sometimes, for signs can be
big and gestured, causing one to wonder
what they are talking about. But after
five minutes of watching, you should be
done looking.
Both Jill and I were in our third
year of sign at that time and wanted to
talk to her. We thought it would be a
cool experience to use our sign a little.
We never would have thought of what
was to happen next though. We told her
dad that we knew sign and if she would
like to talk to us we would be more than
happy to.
To our delight on the boat ride back
from the trip she came up to us, excited
to meet someone who can sign. It was
like she was traveling in a foreign coun
try and we were the first people she had
met who knew her language.
She sat down with us and we in
stantly hit it off. It turned out we had
a lot in common. She is 18 years old
and lives in Montana with her mom.
She cheers, dances, she even has a boy
friend. We discussed dresses and our
friends back at home and the colleges
we were to be attending in the fall. She
is just your typical teenage girl, except
for one thing: she is deaf.
We signed the whole hour ride
back, much to our passengers, and our
surprise. When she left for a moment to
grab her phone so we could exchange
numbers, that is when I realized how
differently people saw our conversation.
The captain of the boat opened his
window to exclaim how exhausted we
must be after all of that signing. And
people kept smiling at us like we were
wonder children or something for talk
ing to her in sign. It was weird and you
could tell they had never experienced
something like that before.
To them, a deaf girl was just that. A
person who you could not communicate
with, for they are deaf. I think a lot of
people were surprised by how us three
girls could click so fast, even though
one was deaf. They don't realize that
nothing was different about her. She was
only different because they made her out
to be.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Aromas in need of longer and more hours
One
unsatisfied student suggests changes for the cafe which would
include staying open later and on weekends
By Morgan Pegg
Most people on the USD campus
love Aromas cafe. It has become a
unique spot for everyone: the studious
scholar sipping on their espresso, the
giggling group of girls waiting for
their crepes (you know who you are!),
and the tedious teachers trudging
through the day with an iced mocha.
Everyone
gravitates
toward
Aromas for some reason or another.
What happens when one begins to
crave an iced skim caramel macchiato
with extra caramel on a Saturday
morning, as he or she is about to dig
into a morning of studies?
Many times, he or she would strut
on over to Aromas, jamming in their
head, thinking "It's gonna be a good
day, cause I'm gonna get my iced skim
caramel macchiato with extra caramel
that I'm craving so badly" only to find
out that Aroma's is closed.
The sheer hurt, frustration, shock
and horror that can be seen on the
faces of these unfortunate individuals
is appalling. But incidences like these
raise the question, "Why is Aromas
closed on the weekend?"
One would argue that they could
make so much money off of student
cravings on the weekends, or the
occasional afternoon coffee after a
late night. Students and faculty alike
look forward to the different dining
options on campus throughout the
school week.
If given the same options on the
weekend, many would choose places
like Aromas and La Paloma to eat
instead of the boring, although much
appreciated, Student Life Pavilion.
There are only so many times a
student can go through the pasta line
and not get bored.
Don't worry Mick, you're still
our favorite pasta guy, it's just we'd
like some options besides the pizza,
and the quesadillas, and the sushi.
Students and faculty could also
argue to keep places like Aromas
open on the weekend is to give
students more opportunities for jobs
on campus.
Students who participate in workstudy, or others who had set up jobs
early on in the summer have already
taken many of the jobs on campus.
College kids without jobs soon realize
that things cost money. Fun costs
money. Taxis, clubs, dinner dates
off campus, going downtown - all
of these things add up. For students
without jobs, this can kill one's social
life.
Aromas can also provide an extra
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study space. Although libraries are
typically supposed to be dictated by
stern, bifocal-donning, grey-haired,
elderly librarians, places like Copley
are not. A table of students doing
individual homework soon turns into
students at* tables socializing. The
library has transformed from a diligent
study space into a social hangout.

Surprisingly, this turns places
that should be social hangouts - like
Aromas - into dead zones at night.
Aromas has become a nice, quiet
place to finish homework as opposed
to the bustling of the library. While
you're there, why not grab yourself
a white night mocha, you know you
deserve it.

Although Aromas is a great study
place, when the clock strikes nine
students are sent away, left to fend for
themselves in either their dorm or the
library.
Why does Aroma's close so
early? The library stays open until two
in the morning, but Aromas closes at
nine? That's preposterous. There are

students who would much rather stay
and study at Aromas as opposed to
the library, so why not let Aromas be
open until midnight, at least?
Either way, Aromas should be
open on the weekend. Let's face it we all want that Saturday morning
iced skim caramel macchiato with
extra caramel.

Protestors argue for right to bear arms after passed bill
By Avery Johnson
Last Sunday, Governor Jerry
Brown signed a bill prohibiting the
open carry of handguns, making it a
misdemeanor to carry exposed and
unloaded handguns in public and in
vehicles. This bill, which goes into
effect Jan. 1, 2012, imposes fines of
$1,000 and up to one year in jail for
those who break the law. California
is now one out of five states currently
banning open carrying of handguns.
Gun owners and pro-gun activ
ists are infuriated at the apparent re
vocation of their Second Amendment
right to bear arms. While many argue
that the Second Amendment refers to
the militia's right to keep arms, the
Supreme Court ruled in District of
Columbia v. Heller in 2008 that the
Second Amendment also grants indi
viduals the right to bear arms "in the
case of confrontation."
Many protested what they saw
as an infringement of their Second
Amendment right by carrying unload
ed handguns visibly in public. The
passing of this bill may spur many
more protests as citizens continue to
fight for their right to bear arms.
It is difficult for many to under
stand why open carry of firearms,
even unloaded guns, is deemed nec
essary. Gun owners and pro-gun ac
tivists often point to the unfairness
of California laws when it comes to
obtaining a concealed carry permit,
claiming that citizens in one county
may obtain permits while a qualified
citizen in a neighboring county can
not. They say the system is flawed and
unreasonable. The only way that they
can exercise their rights is by openly
carrying their firearm in public or in
their vehicle.
Those in favor of the law say that

the bill is an attempt to stop poten
tially dangerous situations before they
happen. They claim that many people
are uneasy seeing someone walk
ing around with a gun on them, even
though that gun may be unloaded in
accordance with the law. Lawmakers
also claim that it assures gang mem
bers and criminals openly carrying
guns will no longer be able to do so
with impunity. Though these argu
ments seem logical, many fail to real
ize the potential consequences of this
law and furthermore, what may be
come of other freedoms as more laws
are made to restrict the Constitution.
Pro-gun activists say that instead
of preventing crime, the new law is
targeting law-abiding citizens. Brown
is sending a message that he simply
does not care about the Constitution
by blatantly disregarding the second
amendment right of the people. Crim
inals will carry their weapons no mat
ter what the law enforces. Instead, this
law could drive dangerous criminals
and gang members to illegally con
ceal their weapons, creating a much
more dangerous and uncertain envi
ronment. It would be the honest, lawabiding citizens left at risk to become
unarmed victims.
Instead of passing laws restricting
the Constitutional rights of the people,
Brown should instead turn his focus
into streamlining the process of al
lowing honest, law-abiding citizens to
obtain concealed carry permits. Forty
states now have right-to-carry laws.
The other 10 states either revoke the
right of the citizens to carry or place
unreasonable restrictions upon them.
It is time for California to join the
states with uniform and just right-tocarry laws.
Concealed carry permit holders
are among the most responsible of gun
owners. Those who obtain permits

must complete rigorous background
checks, safety courses and trainings
among other intensive interviews and
processes in order to earn their per
mits. Permit holders have a complete
understanding of their responsibility
and take it very seriously. They under
stand that the use of a gun is the last
resort, and should be used only in dire
situations where lives are at stake.
They are less likely to be involved
in fights and other violent situations
than the general public because they
have an acute awareness of the conse
quences of their actions. They are also
more careful with their use of guns:
the rate of accidental shooting of the
innocent is 11 percent for police, but
only 2 percent by armed citizens.
It is important to highlight the
extreme differences between respon
sible gun owners and criminals. Crim
inals will obtain and use firearms in
any way that they please, regardless
of the laws placed before them. It is
the right of the law-abiding citizen to
be able to protect his or herself from
the careless actions of others. With
Brown's new law, that freedom is be
ing leeched away.
One of the biggest questions sur
rounding the matter is this: does gun
control really reduce crime? Through
out history, the carrying of guns for
personal protection has been widely
accepted. Today, many heavily funded
gun control lobby groups, such as the
Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Vio
lence, prey on the people's emotions
surrounding tragedies such as the
massacres at Columbine High School
and Virginia Tech to advocate for the
disarming of citizens in attempt to
control such horrendous crimes. On
the other side, pro-gun groups such
as the National Rifle Association ar
gue that gun control is not an effective
crime-fighting tool and that it instead

keeps the innocent from being able to
protect themselves and others.
The Brady Campaign points to
statistics from several years ago re
porting decreased levels of gun re
lated crime since the passing of laws
making it more difficult to purchase
firearms as well as the ban on assault
rifles. While these statistics seem to
pose a good argument for gun control,
once one looks below the surface and
into the details, he or she can begin to
see the truths to these claims.
The Brady Campaign quotes sta
tistics that include the number of vio
lent crimes committed by juveniles
ages 10-17 decreasing by 30 percent
and a decrease in schoolyard shoot
ings by 50 percent yet it is shown
these rates began dropping rapidly a
full two years before the Brady Laws
were being passed and assault rifle
bans went into effect. Instead, this re
duction is credited to increased rates
of imprisonment and improvements in
prosecutions.
Just like firearms themselves, the
motives of gun owners and pro-gun
activists in general are widely misun
derstood. Modern guns are precision
instruments, designed with safety and
function in mind. There is no harm in
a gun sitting on a table. It will not go
off from too much heat, nor will it dis
charge when dropped. Guns are more
often seen in a negative light as a kill
ing machine. Their role in the protec
tion of lives goes widely ignored.
According to a study done at
Northwestern University Law School,
law-abiding citizens may use guns
over 2.5 million times a year to pro
tect themselves against criminals.
This means guns are being used 60
times more to protect citizens rather
than to harm them. In these statistics,
over 200,000 occasions are women
protecting themselves against physi

cal and sexual abuse and assault.
Other occasions involve the protect
ing of family members and innocent
bystanders from harm during cases of
robbery and aggravated assault.
When violent crime rates peaked
in 1991, 24 states reexamined their
gun control laws and instead imple
mented "shall issue" laws, allowing
citizens who meet uniform criteria to
obtain a concealed carry permit. Oth
er federal, state and local gun control
laws were also either eliminated or
changed to less restrictive. Over the
next few years and into the present,
states watched as their murder, rape,
robbery and assault crime rates drop
dramatically; murder rates decreased
by 46 percent through 2008 and to
tal counts of violent crime dropped
by 41 percent. Conversely, countries
with strict gun laws such as Australia,
Canada and Britain all watched their
murder and other violent crime rates
increase even more sharply when they
imposed stricter gun control laws on
their citizens.
Darrell Scott, father of Rachel
Scott, a victim of the Columbine trag
edy, spoke out about the ignorance of
lawmakers in placing the blame of
the Columbine High School shooting
on pro-gun groups such as the NRA.
Scott is not a gun owner himself, yet
he understands that it is the criminals
to blame for his daughter's death and
not the guns. Scott said, "No amount
of gun laws can stop this type of mas
sacre. . .Political posturing and restric
tive legislation are not the answers."
Instead of taking away the rights
of citizens, we should focus instead
on streamlining the processes of legal-conceal carry permits to allow
law-abiding citizens the freedom of
exercising their Second Amendment
rights and protect themselves and
their neighbors.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Manjula Pradeep speaks to the students at USD
Human rights activist Manjula
Pradeep inspires USD students
with her personal experiences and
devotion to justice and equality
By Alisha Agrellas

.

•
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Letters to the
Editor Policy
The Vista strongly encourages
letters to the editor from students,
faculty, staff, administration and the
community.
Correspondence should be sent
to twilson@usdyista.com with the
subject line "Letter to the Editor."
Submissions should be limited
to 500 words and must include
verifiable contact
information.
Letter content is subject to editing
for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish
anonymous letters, those addressed
to a third party or lepers in poor
taste.

As
the
current
executive
director of Navsarjan, a Dalit
rights organization, a human rights
lawyer and an activist fighting for
the rights of India's women and the
Dalit people, Manjula Pradeep is a
brazen woman set to leave a legacy.
Pradeep graced USD's Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice with
her presence last week to talk with
students about how they can leave
their mark on society.
Pradeep grew up belonging
to the Dalits, considered to be the
lowest level in the Hindu caste
system. The Dalits, also referred to
as the "untouchables," fall victim to
discrimination and prejudice in the
Indian community, even though the
Hindu caste system was abolished
under the Indian constitution in 1950.
Growing up at the bottom of India's
social hierarchy, Pradeep is fully
aware of the stress and grief that go
hand in hand with not only being
a Dalit, but being a female Dalit,
therefore given even less respect.
Pradeep knew her only escape
from her Dalit fate was to gain an
education and have her voice heard.
She defied her father and attended
college where she received her
master's degree in social work.
Pradeep then became the first female
employee of Navsarjan, a Dalit rights

organization. Pradeep felt a strong
connection to Navsrajan and its
mission to eliminate caste and genderbased discrimination. Through her
hands on work at the organization,
Pradeep came to the awareness that
much of the injustice actually took
place within the legal system. She
then went on to receive her law degree
in the hopes of becoming a more
successful human rights activist.
In 2008, Pradeep served as
the defendant on a prominent and
controversial case in India. The case
involved a young Dalit girl who had
endured long-term gang rape by six
professors in her college. Pradeep's
position in the case caused her to be
ostracized from her community. She
was rivaling against prominent caste
leaders, politicians and the media.
Pradeep recalls fighting this case in
a crowded courtroom with no one on
her side. However, Pradeep ended up
winning her case and the six professors
were all given life imprisonment. The
win was a huge one and justice for the
Dalits was now becoming a reality.
Pradeep went on to defend victims in
more than 35 cases of sexual violence
against young women and minors.
Pradeep has devoted her life to
making a positive impact in India,
giving the Dalits, as well as the
women, new hope and fighting
to
end discrimination within the Hindu
caste-system.
Manjula
Pradeep
should be considered nothing less
than an inspiration.

You can keep up with The Vista
online at theusdvista.com
Sign up tor the e-mail edition by
clicking the link in top right corner
of the page.
Like our page on
Facebook: The Vista
Follow us on Twitter at @USDVista

TK
Productions
Seeking local,
outgoing
promoters who
love to party
and have a
wide network
in San Diego
to help with
events we
produce at Ivy,
Stingaree, Hard
Rock. Website
www.tkent.com

The views expressed in the Opinion
section are not necessarily those of The
Vista staff, the University of San Diego
or its student body.
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A
new
town,
a new sound,
a new outlook

by Lilly Stitt
As you all know, last weekend
was fall break, and I encouraged
you all to take a true break from the
harsh reality of midterms to explore
all that California has to offer. I de
cided to take my own advice to heart
and do just that. With a week of three
back-to-back midterms followed by
a weekend-long leadership workshop
staring me in the face, I decided to
leave all my worries behind and go
on an adventure. It seemed like I had
barely escaped my last class on Thurs
day afternoon before I had landed in
the beautiful city of San Francisco.
I was looking forward to a week
end full of reunions with old friends
and wanderings in a new city, but the
experience that I had was beyond any
of my wildest expectations.
San Francisco literally brims with
culture. Every street corner is home to
a new friend, a new story, a new cra
zy, a new vibe. Every time you walk
down the street you encounter some
thing unique, someone with an ap
proach to the world that exceeds your
wildest expectations.
Normalcy is the minority in San
Francisco. If you dress the way you're
supposed to, act the way you're told
or think the way you're taught, you
are not living up to the expectations of
the city. It is nothing short of inspiring
to be surrounded by such an intense
creative energy and deep passion for
the abnormal. It challenges you to be
different and to embrace the unique
ness that makes you, well, you. It's a
truly captivating and inspiring feeling.
It leads to a very introspective state,
questioning all the decisions you have
made that now seem to have made en
tirely too much sense.
Aside from aimless wanderings
around the city that makes normal
look downright foolish, I was able
to celebrate my brief visit with a day
spent at the Treasure Island Music
Festival. This festival embodied all
that San Francisco is and more. There
were carnival rides, unique food
trucks, craft booths, art installations,
two sound stages and a "silent" disco,
capped off with a beautiful view of
the city in the distance. The vibe was
nothing short of blissful, and the ex
perience was incomparable, bordering
on the surreal.
The sunshine, good people, great
atmosphere and beautiful view were
enough to keep me fulfilled, but it was
the music that really surprised me. I
have admittedly poor taste in music by
most people's standards. My library is
limited almost entirely to country and
classic rock, since I tend to disregard
anything that is new and "hip." I sup
pose I am a curmudgeon against my
own will in that regard. I stick to what
I relate to and disregard what is differ
ent. I refuse to like a whole new genre
of music just because it's the next
big thing, even if it's a genre that is
spreading to be the defining sound of
our generation. But in the spirit of San
Francisco, I decided to give the eclec
tic, electronic dance music a shot. To
my surprise, I loved it. The energy
was incomparable, and standing in the
crowd enjoying the new sound with a
handful of my favorite people in the
world was nothing short of life chang
ing.
It has been a long time since a city
inspired me so much. To walk around
and constantly have my grasp of the
world, as well as the constraints of
my own creativity, challenged was a
refreshing change. It urged me to be a
better, more free version of myself. I
felt like nothing and no one could hold
me back in this city.
I returned to San Diego fully con
fident that I had found my next home,
not only because of the amazing
friends who have moved on to start
their adult lives there, but because it
is a city that I am fully confident will
challenge me to think out of the box
everyday. Although I am excited for
my last few months here in San Di
ego, knowing that someday soon I'll
be able to call San Francisco my home
is what keeps me going.
I encourage you all to try and
find a place that inspires you like this.
Maybe it's this fine city we call home,
or maybe it's somewhere else. Regard
less, go out and find that place where
you can begin the epic, post-college
journey that is "the real world."

EDITOR
Lilly Stitt

lskilt@us<hn

Hannah Murphy:
Graphic Designer
by Carly Hanson

Sorority shirts,company logosand
surf shop graphics are just a few of the
projects USD senior Hannah Murphy
has undertaken as a graphic design
artist. With USD's help, Murphy is
pursuing a unique career that combines
technology and art.

semesters and loved it. In fact, I loved
it so much that I started working
at the place that printed our shirts,
Champion T-Shirts. I did shirts for my
sports teams in high school as well
as a couple neighborhood projects of
events in Phoenix. I've also practiced
logo design and just got paid to do a
logo for Advanced Solar Products in
New Jersey.

The Vista:
design?

What is graphic

V: What has been your favorite
project?

Hannah
Murphy:
I
see
graphic design as a form of visual
communication.
While
painting,
drawing, sculpture, etc. may still
communicate something from the
artist, graphic design work is always
a solution based around effectively
communicating to a viewer. As a
graphic designer, you are expected to
think of logos, layouts, book covers,
etc. that will express their meaning to
a viewer and evoke particular feelings
that you wish the viewer to feel.

HM: My favorite project is
probably the one I'm currently
working on for my senior thesis next
semester. I want to do collages about
dream interpretation. 1 have crazy
dreams every night and I'm reading
about Freud's views of dreams, so I
think the project will turn out really
cool and interesting in the end. I also
loved doing Alpha Phi's Disco Phiver
shirts. It's really fun to pick an old
decade and make it modern.

V: How did you get involved
with graphic design?

V: Do you consider yourself an
artist?

HM: I got involved with graphic
design sort of by accident. I was
supposed to do chorus my junior
year of high school but had to
switch classes because of my athletic
schedule. I thought graphic design
looked interesting and it soon became
my favorite class and eventually my
major at USD.

HM: 1 consider myself an artist.
Since art can be almost anything, I
think that everyone is an artist in their
own way. Art is found everywhere:
nature, architecture, even the patterns
you make in your mashed potatoes.
Everyone has a different eye for art, so
art means different things to different
people. You may not think you're an
"artist," but you are in some way.

V: Are you self-taught or have
you taken classes?

V: Do you do any other types
of art?

HM: I began learning the
fundamentals of Adobe Illustrator
and Photoshop in my high school
class, but then I began exploring new
techniques on my own too. I've gotten
some training at USD as well, but I'm
really more on my own now with help
from tutorials on the Internet.

HM: I like to play with collages
and paints. I just started painting
and really love it. I'm not the best at
drawing, but I love doing different
handwritings. It would be cool to
design my own font someday.

V: What have you done with it
so far?

HM: I definitely want to pursue
graphic design after graduation. I
want to spend two years traveling
and building my art portfolio on my
own and then apply to grad schools.

HM: Most of my work so far has
been shirt design. I did apparel for
Alpha Phi Sorority at USD for three

V: Do you plan on pursuing
graphic design after graduation?

Photo Courtesy of Rachel Weingart

Senior Hannah Murphy, aVisual Art major is building her portfolio of graphic design at
USD in preparation for graduate school.

It's actually preferred by grad school
boards to accept students who have
taken time off to do art independently
after college. I really hope I can do a
grad school program in Chicago. The
city would have a totally different
atmosphere to inspire me.

V: How can students at USD
get involved with graphic design/
learn about it?
HM: USD offers lower division
graphic design classes as well
as upper. If you major in art as a
graphic designer, you would want to
pick Visual Communications as an
emphasis, or New Media. They are
also starting a web design class next
semester. It is awesome that USD is
giving the art program the resources

for that. Web design is something I
think is extremely important to know,
and not just for graphic designers.

V:
Is there anywhere that
readers can view your graphic
design work?
HM: Unfortunately I've started
about three portfolios online but
haven't finished them. Look out for
Alpha Phis around campus to see
shirt designs. Or you can look for the
Disney Greek Week shirt from last
semester.
Anyone curious about graphic
design or interested in having
something designed can contact
Hannah Murphy at Hannahsmurphy@
yahoo.com.
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Head and Heart is eargasmic, check 'em out
by Haley Earl-Lynn
Music that gives listeners the
chills, takes their breath away or finds
them with their jaws on the floor
(despite how cliche that all sounds)
is best described as eargasmic music.
That phrase cannot just be thrown
around. Only some music deserves the
label. Finding eargasmic music should
be a top priority for everyone's ears.
For music newbies actively searching
for an eargasm, search no further than
The Head and the Heart.
With roots all over the United
States, this band draws on a variety
of influences to produce eargasms.
Their sound is "a mashup of Fleet
Foxes and Mumford and Sons", says
music lover and eargasm-seeker Sarah
Jorgensen. The band themselves say
that they have been inspired by the
folk movement in Seattle, Wash.,

where they currently reside but find
even deeper inspiration in the music
their parents loved.
Looking at the music of Paul
Simon, Neil Young and other greats
who budded in the 1960s, it makes
sense that The Head and the Heart
found influence there. They sing songs
about family, home, travels and love.
They don't try anything funky in either
their songwriting or performing. What
sets them apart is their sound. They are
decidedly old school in comparison to
many new bands that mix dubstep in
to mask poor vocals or blase lyrics.
While many bands sound good on
their albums (hence the reason albums
are purchased, right?) no eargasm has
ever come from a recorded, remastered
version. The true test of a band's sound
happens at their live performances.
The Black Eyed Peas were pretty
high up on a young girl's list of
favorite bands back in middle school.

She thought their track "Where is the
Love?" spoke to her. She saw The
Black Eyed Peas in concert later in the
year and realized she had been fooled
by auto-tune. She was so disappointed
to learn that Fergie sounds terrible
live.
Thankfully, The Head and the
Heart do not let audiences down like
the Black Eyed Peas did. In fact,
listeners left their performance on
Friday night at the House of Blues
even bigger fans than before the show.
Jorgensen loved the band's most
popular track, "Lost In My Mind",
but hadn't heard much more of the
album prior to the concert. She left
wanting to go home and listen to the
rest immediately.
Last Friday, The Head and the
Heart stopped by KPRi's Studio last
Friday as well. KPRi 102.1 FM is an
independently owned radio station
here in San Diego. KPRi employees

were amazed at the band's sound.
"I was lucky enough to film
their live studio session," KPRi
videographer Chris Cantore said,
"although I was so enamored by them
I am afraid I may have cut their heads
off with the video camera. I was a
little busy taking in all the beauty of
their sound." It sounds like all of the
symptoms of an eargasm hit him.
While there are six members
in the band, only three came into
the studio: Jonathan Russel, Josiah
Johnson, and Charity Rose Thielen.
Russel and Johnson tackled the vocals
while Thielen played the violin. This
much is clear from their performance:
Fergie has nothing on The Head and
the Heart's vocal capabilities. Check
out the video on kprifm.com.
Check out tracks like "Lost In
My Mind", "Rivers and Roads" and
"Sounds like Hallelujah" for just the
right kind of eargasm.
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Destination:
costumes
by Ally Goodman
The ultimate October dilemma:
where to find a Halloween costume? The
U.S. fervently celebrates Halloween,
also referred to as All Hallow's Eve,
the night before All Hallow's Day or
All Saints' Day, on Oct. 31. The perfect
farewell to yet another memorable
October, Halloween is a time for dressing
up. carving pumpkins into jack-o'lanterns and tricking as well as treating.
The task of gathering a worthy outfit can
be difficult. Below are suggestions to
navigate the festive options and find the
ultimate Halloween wardrobe.

Goodwill
This is the go-to destination for any
costume extravaganza. The benefits of
Goodwill are that it is both affordable
and full of fun surprises. The downside
is it typically takes more effort to search
for the perfect ensemble. Students
can choose between two convenient
locations: Pacific Beach or Sports Arena.
The Pacific Beach store tends to have
a wider selection to accommodate the
youth in the area, while the Sports Arena
location is more conveniently located in
close-proximity to campus.

United Cerebral Palsy
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Bay Park Fish Company: A hidden treasure
by Liz Allick
When it comes to food, USD has
its traditions. However, California
burritos from Sara's and La Paloma's
Santa Fe turkey sandwiches can get
tiresome. Bay Park, a hidden gem in
San Diego that is conveniently located
right next to the USD campus, offers
a break from the typical food routine.
Two can't-miss Bay Park spots are Bay
Park Fish Company and Siesel's Old
Fashion Meats.
Bay Park Fish Company offers
food options along the lines of
George's on the Cove at a fraction of
the price. They pride themselves in
offering the freshest seafood at a low
cost and a relaxed dining experience
with outdoor and indoor seating. The
restaurant always has a friendly crowd
relaxing in the sun outside which
instantly draws people in, but it's the
food that keeps people coming back.
Started in 2004 by two guys who
simply "had a passion for fishing,
diving and eating great seafood for
over 30 years," the restaurant has since
expanded repeatedly to accommodate
the growing business demand. One
of Bay Park Fish Co's owners. Jerry
Adams, excitedly commented on how
rapidly they have grown from a start

up lunch spot to hosting the entire San
Diego Chargers team of 160 players
and coaches, shutting down the
restaurant for their spring training two
years in a row.
"Catch of the day, every day," was
Adams' last comment before heading
out to fish. Their menu is indeed highly
based on whatever is freshest, but they
offer a diverse range of items sure to
satisfy anyone's cravings. Favorites
include ceviche of the day with daily
white fish in lime juice, tomatoes,
onion, cilantro served with tortilla
chips, as well as other items like crispy
ahi wontons, sashimi salad, fish and
chips (or shrimp and chips), halibut
rolled tacos, tuna melts, swordfish
picatta, bacon wrapped scallops and
the list goes on.
For the 21 and over crowd, they
offer a wide range of beers on tap as
well as bottled craft beers. Open 11
a.m. to 9 p.m. everyday, Bay Park Fish
Company is a great place to sit outside
and enjoy lunch or impress a date for
dinner. With plates ranging from $10
to $28, the pricing is a step up from
JV's, but it still offers a reasonable
occasional lunch treat or a great place
to eat out when Mom and Dad are in
town.
For the student on a tight budget,
happy hour is from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
seven days a week and all day Sunday,

offering 25 percent off on draft beer,
wine by the glass and starters, and 20
percent off basic sushi rolls. Take-out
is also an option for the student on the
go, and they also have a Fish Market
open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Sunday for the cooking type
who want to avoid the frozen fish
in the Von's freezer section and try
some of the freshest seafood in San
Diego. To really impress that cute
girl or guy, the sushi bar also offers a
wide selection of sashimi and is open
Monday-Wednesday from 3 p.m. to 9
p.m. and Thursday-Sunday 11 a.m. to
9 p.m.
"Great place to hit up for some
ceviche and cervezas," USD Junior
Austin Slakey said.
What is great about Bay Park
Fish Company is the local crowd it
attracts, which has a laid back feel
that is relaxed and comfortable, but in
no way compromises quality or style.
The Bay Park area of San Diego is
under appreciated, but one visit to this
restaurant will quickly display exactly
why Bay Park is under appreciated.
The greatness does not end
there. Right next to Bay Park Fish
Co. is Siesel's Old Fashion Meats. A
specialty grocery store offering highend goods is a generally expensive
spot for the typical college student,
but their meat selection from Iowa

Meat Farms is worth the occasional
stop. Offering every type of meat cut
one could think of, they have high-end
filet mignon as well as phenomenal
beef ground chuck that could make
two half-pound burgers for no more
than $3. Siesel's is definitely worth
the extra stop over the average grocery
store when barbecuing at home or
having a decent dinner with the
roommates sounds like fun. They pride
themselves On their staff of "master
meatcutters" with hundreds of years
of combined experience (who are also
extremely friendly and helpful), and
also offer other specialty goods such as
Siesel's homemade meat, poultry and
fish seasoning, fresh produce and the
largest range imaginable of barbecue
seasonings, marinades and other
grilling food accessories.
A no-funny-business, food-loving
company, their philosophy is "Since
we all need to eat, we should do it well,
and we should enjoy it." That is hard
to dispute. They even offer to have
customers bring in recipes to review
them. For students trying to get crafty
in the kitchen, this is a great location to
know. For the regular meat eater, it is
a dream come true. With Siesel's meat
selection and the freshest seafood right
next door at Bay Park Fish Co., Bay
Park offers a dynamite duo of foodie
heaven.

Do not believe skeptics and
conspiracy theorists; one need not have
to have any relation to the disease to shop
in this store. This is an easy location to
hit up if the Pacific Beach Goodwill
proves fruitless. It is just a few shops
down on the same side of the street from
Goodwill and has a costume section set
aside in the front of the store that makes
costume shopping at this thrift store a
foolproof task.

The Buff
An excellent source of funky, fun
outfits for any occasion, The Buff offers
an assortment of unique outfits to rent
or buy and is conveniently located on
Garnet. Like Goodwill, shoppers may
also opt to assemble their own costumes
with the mix of clothing and accessories
in the store. The vintage feel of the
selection makes The Buff a one-of-akind special occasion attire.

Party City

. . ,-uxu

A more generic option, Party
City still provides a guarantee that the
shopper won't go home empty handed.
As one can imagine, it houses basic
luau, witch and warlock paraphernalia.
This is also another location close to
campus, which facilitates the quick and
easy route to Halloween success.

Spirit Halloween Store
For the hardcore "Halloweener,"
Spirit offers by far the largest selection
of costumes and accessories. The only
drawback is that the shopper should be
prepared to spend a lot more. Some
of popular costumes include the
Mad Hatter, Ollie Ostrich rider and
Lieutenant Dangle from "Reno 911."
If you are running short on time, this is
another place that a search will not end
empty-handed.

Photos Courtesy of Stacked

New restaurant is all it's "Stacked" up to be
by Nadia Garas
Stacked is a new restaurant
which incorporates technology in
an interesting way — ordering food
through an iPad. The iPad acts as a
virtual menu, allowing customers to
"stack," modify and create whatever
kind of meal they want.
The options are endless. Whether
ordering a burger, salad, pizza or
sausage, this casual restaurant chain
has something for everyone. After
deciding what to eat, it is easy to
modify or change the meal depending
on specific food interests. Want to
replace the standard yellow mustard
with chipotle mayo? That's only a
click away. Not to mention, the iPad
tells customers just how much extra
money it will cost them to replace or
add items.

The restaurant plays off of their
customers' love for specificity and
detail. When ordering a water, for
example, there is the option to "add
lemon" or add "ice" or just "light ice."
They go above and beyond when it
comes to giving customers exactly
what they want.
"I loved being able to switch out
some of the ingredients I didn't want
for the ones 1 did," USD senior Katie
Ball said. "Plus, when deciding on
sauces and dressings, they offer so
many different tilings it would be hard
not to feel extremely accommodated."
And this is exactly the appeal
of Stacked: feeling accommodated
by getting faster food and also just
experiencing the sheer simplicity that
technology offers.
Stacked says that they hire just as
many waiters and waitresses as any
normal restaurant, but that five to seven
minutes are saved per table due to the

helpful aid of the iPad. Once customers
place their order, it appears instantly
on the cook's screen, instead of them
having to wait on the employees taking
the orders.
"The wait time on the food
just feels faster than most other
restaurants," USD senior Trevor Gray
said.
The founders of Stacked would
definitely agree. Opened by the same
founders of the BJ's Restaurant and
Brewhouse chain. Stacked makes
timeliness and
convenience top
priorities.
Another impressive feature that
the iPad has to offer is the split bill
option at the end of a meal. Groups
can split the bill by however many
ways they want, by the dollar or by
item. This makes it extremely easy
for a group of friends to go grab lunch
or dinner together without worrying
about the hassle of how everyone is

going to split the bill.
The people at Stacked know that
if the food wasn't great, then the lure
of the iPad would quickly fade. Not to
worry, because the food is delicious.
The service is also good, as staff
members constantly refill drinks, take
away plates and ask if there is anything
else they can do. The price range is just
right, and there is an element of control
that the customer has depending on
what they want to keep in the meal
and what they want switch out for
something else.
Dessert is not to be missed.
Customers can stack their own "cookie
sandwich." There are a few varieties,
from the Traditionalist, Chocoholic,
Chocolate Peanut Butter, Mocha
Chip and Simply Sweet Strawberry.
However, if none of these cookie
creations will satisfy, there is a "stack
your own cookie" option in which they
offer chocolate chip cookies, peanut

butter with Reese's Pieces cookies,
oatmeal
cranberry
cookies
and
snickerdoodle cookies, to be paired
with vanilla ice cream, fudge swirl
ice cream, strawberry ice cream, mint
chocolate chip ice cream or coffee ice
cream.
The same idea applies to milk
shakes, leaving many sweet-toothed
customers quite happy.
They have a variety of beers on
draft, from Blue Moon and Steelhead
IPA to Fat Tire and Coors Light, and
they also offer red and white wines.
Overall, it seems that most people
walk away from Stacked impressed
and happy. This restaurant could
potentially be a trendsetter for other
chain restaurants, as technological
advances continue to work their way
into everyday life and change common
experiences as we know them. When
looking for something modern, fun and
delicious. Stacked is the place to go.
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# Your new fall playlist *
by McKenna Duley
Over one month down already and school is in full
swing. Most of us have already tackled the first midterms,
but where did all those days go? Here is a playlist of
songs that must be heard just in case the workload got in
the way of tuning into some good music.
If the same old music plays over and over on iTunes,
then perhaps these next suggestions will spice things up
a little bit. There are hundreds of unknown gems in the
music industry in all different genres so surely there will
be a new favorite for everyone.
California Sunrise - Dirty Gold: This song has
grown in popularity among the radio stations and there
is no more appropriate song since this band is from the
beautiful hometown of San Diego. It has a soft sliding
riff that plays throughout the entire song and the lead
singer's voice leaves you with a warming chill, like
that of the stiff ocean breeze on a hot day. Just imagine
sitting outside on that flawless eighty-degree afternoon
with this song playing and if of age, crack open an ice
cold Pacifico.
Little Hell - City and Colour: Off their newest
album released this summer called Little Hell, City and
Colour offers this track and many others to add to the
queue. The lyrics are quite deep, but very metaphorical.
Lead singer, Dallas Green, has one of the most soothing
voices in music, but one wouldn't think it when looking
at his very tattooed, rugged look. One line that really
jumps out from the song surely captures the sound he
strives for and is as follows: "My warships are lying off
the coast of your delicate heart."
Mine is Yours- Cold War Kids: Senior Peter Meyers
suggests this song off of the band's newest album also
called Mine Is Yours. "I have seen them live freshman
year of college and also at Coachella this past year" said
Meyers. "The band has grown immensely over that time
and has developed into full force reaching their stride
with this album, but this song is one of my favorites."
This indie rock song is vigorous in sound; emphasized
by the strong piano and heartfelt vocals.
9 to 5 - Still Time: Always a great go-to band is
called Still Time. They are San Luis Obisbo natives and
have actually played two or three times at USD. The
band most recently announced that they will no longer be
together after one more year of playing so look them up,
listen and enjoy. The first song recommended is "9 to 5,"
a chipper song about how to enjoy the good times instead of
the tough ones. They can be described as a groove rock band
incorporating many eclectic instruments producing a folky sound.
With Your Friends (Long Drive) - Skrillex: Out of left field
is an interesting beat by the dubstep master, Skrillex. This is not

1) California Sunrise
- Dirty Gold
2) Little Hell
- City and Colour
3] Mine is Yours
- Cold War Kids
4) 9 to 5
- Still Time
5] With Your Friends [Long Drive]
- Skrillex
6] Something Good Can Work
- Two Door Cinema Club
7] Punching in a Dream
-The Naked and Famous
8) Young Dumb and In Love
- Mat Kearney
9) So Insane
- Discovery
10] Swing Tree
- Discovery
11 ] Towers
- Bon Iver
12] Ambling Alp
- Yeasayer

Cathy Nguyen/The Vista

one of the DJ's usual dubstep mixes ,but rather it is jam packed
with synth solos and a lot of voice tweaking. It may take a while
to enjoy, but try something a little different.

Something Good Can Work - Two Door Cinema
Club: This catchy song is the perfect way to get the day
started. One can expect a sort of indie pop sound coupled
with distinctive vocals. The song is one of those happygo-lucky ones, talking about how great things can happen
in life. It is only one of the many great tracks off their
new album, Tourist History.
Punching in a Dream — The Naked and Famous:
Compared by many to MGMT or Passion Pit, this song
will fill your speakers with a great deal of voluptuous
electronic sound. The novel sound in electronic indie
bands comes mostly from the eccentric high-pitched
voice of the lead singers, and this band definitely has it.
Also check out their song Young Blood.
Young Dumb and in Love - Mat Kearney: Kearney
writes such cheerful music and focuses most of his music
on love. Case in point, the title of his new album is Young
Love. This song incorporates his usual heartfelt vocals
and combines a silky electric guitar riff to render a quality
tune guaranteed to cheer up anyone on a cold Fall day.
So Insane - Discovery: This song epitomizes the
reason the electronic genre was created. Discovery brings
music to another dimension tweaking normal beats and
introducing new sounds. The irregular beat will keep the
listener intrigued, but when the chorus comes around,
a smooth pulsating melody is produced. The vocals are
captivating and the lyrics will be stuck in the listener's
head for weeks. Thankfully, it's a great song.
Sky High - Big Gigantic: What happens when you
combine the instruments from jazz with electronic beats?
Big Gigantic is the answer. This talented group consists
of a live saxophone and live drummer playing to some
great beats that anyone could get amped about. This
song has a robust beat projecting bass and saxophone
and is a brand new innovation to the music realm. The
scintillating saxophone solo at the end leaves the listener
wanting more.
Towers - Bon Iver: Off his new self-titled album
released this summer, Towers is nothing less than a
masterpiece. The guitar at the beginning is crisp. It could
be the soundtrack to a sweeping timelapse of the fog that
has been recently haunting San Diego. This track is Bon
I Iver at his best.
Ambling Alp - Yeasayer: Put this song on repeat.
The drumbeat fills the background as if the drums were
lined along an entire wall and the drummer ran back and
forth to pound the drums. The music video is very odd but
incorporates that same visual. The lyrics leave you with a
good message to "stick up for yourself, son."
This article has sparked an inspiration to continue
recommending great music for all to enjoy. Selfishness and
music are two things that shouldn't be read in the same sentence,
because it is music that bonds people together. Listen well.

Bice has an elegant interior as a reflection of the care it takes with each every dish.

Bice Ristorante, great for a formal night on the town
by Allie Bright
Bice Ristorante is an Italian
pleasure in downtown San Diego. Not
only is this modern restaurant located
in the Gaslamp Quarter of San Diego,
but it also has established itself as
a reputable place to eat all over the
world, with locations in Tokyo, Abu
Dhabi and throughout Western Europe.
The uniqueness of this restaurant has
something to offer everyone. Whether
it's the splendid pasta, juicy meats or
a vibrant green salad your taste buds
yearn for, you won't be let down.
Upon arrival at this restaurant,
one is greeted with the option of valet
parking, which is highly recommended
considering the lack of accessible

parking in downtown San Diego.
The hostess staff is very friendly and
personable, although reservations are
recommended, because the wait can get
a bit long.
The ambiance of the restaurant is
sure to leave an impression. While it
does hold a classy and upscale standard,
it also presents a warm and welcoming
feeling. They also have a unique wine
and cheese bar. If there is a long wait
for the restaurant, the wine and cheese
bar is sure to satisfy your taste buds and
tame your hunger.
The tables and arrangements of
the furniture include all seated chairs
and no booths, setting up for a more
personable face-to-face experience.
As servers arrive and hand the menus
out, it is clear they are well-informed

of every single item on the menu.
With great knowledge of the wine lists
and specific tastes of each item on the
menu, servers are sure to recommend a
delicious dish. Each dish is some type
of traditional and tasty Italian delight.
Head chef Mario Cassineri, a native of
Milan, Italy, captures the unique Italian
flavor in every dish.
When the meals are served, it
is more of an experience than the
typical "dinner outing" at any ordinary
restaurant. For example, the sole with
lemon and butter was debunked at the
table and paired with mashed potatoes
and green beans. The lemon butter
sauce accompanied the sole and made
a perfect match for an elegant and
delectable experience.
Another delicious dish is a barley

like grain, which is best eaten directly
after being served, since it cools
quickly. A large dollop of cheese on
top of the meal and delicious pieces
of lobster are dispersed throughout. It
is also served with a generous amount
of creamy sauce. If there is still room
in the stomach, it is recommended to
take a piece of bread to sop up all of the
leftover creamy sauce and truly enjoy
every last bite of the dish.
After a delectable meal the taste
palate is ready for dessert. While the
dessert menu is always changing at
Bice, the variety is never a let down.
The chocolate lava cake is one not to
be missed for chocolate lovers. There
are also some saltier and fruit -lavored
desserts that are not too shabby.
Chef Penoncelli carefully prepares

the desserts and perfects them to be
mouthwatering drops of heaven.
Overall, the service, menu and
atmosphere of this classy restaurant do
not disappoint. The only downfall of
this restaurant is the price, but that is
to be expected with the dishes that are
served and impeccable service.
This is a great place to take parents
when they are in town since the elegance
is sure to impress them and students
can enjoy a lovely meal on Mom and
Dad's dime. It is also recommended for
a nice date, but make sure to make that
reservation or plan the evening around
the experience. Luckily, it's located on
4th Street and Island so if it happens to
be a weekend night, the clubs downtown
are just a walk or short cab ride away to
finish off the evening.
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Torero Program
Board presents:
OLE A NOCHE!

American Idols perform at USD
bv Nate Martins

Graphic courtesy of Max Nanzig

The Torero Program Board
faces the impossible task of making
everyone happy. The students, coupled
with university policy, don't make its
job any easier. Operating by the motto,
"Planning Events So You Don't Have
To," the TPB takes on the responsibility
of booking performers for students
of the university. This collection of
motivated students acts as a separate
entity from Associated Students and is
only two years in the making. Despite
the program's youth, it has successfully
planned numerous concerts that have
been received warmly by students.
Hopefully, this trend continues with
the "Ole-a-Noche" concert, featuring
two "American Idol" finalists.
On Thursday, Oct. 20 at 7 p.m.,
Didi Benami and Tim Urban will
perform in front of the Immaculata.
Both Benami and Urban were top12 finalists
on the ninth season
of "American Idol," belting out
songs before they were eventually
eliminated. Urban played an acoustic
set last year in front of the SLP which
was a sensation. Students took to
his smooth style, and his young age
helped him connect with the college
crowd. The TPB hopes the concert
with both finalists
will build upon
previous successes. In fact, Urban
actually recommended Benami. Let us
not forget the openers, USD students
Jack Smith and Mark Toyama, who
will play an acoustic set of covers to
set the mood for the evening. It is an
evening that promises to be filled with
good music and atmosphere — if only
the students choose to participate.
Student involvement is lackluster
at USD. Getting students to attend

events such as these is the quagmire
of the TPB. TPB puts the effort forth
in booking some pretty big names,
however, that effort is not reciprocated
on the part of the students. Chris Ngo,
the After Dark music coordinator of
the Torero Program Board, is given
the daunting task of providing social,
interactive events that are non
alcoholic.
"We're doing the best we can,"
Ngo said. "It's all for the students. It's
our job to plan, but the students' job to
support those representing them."
The TPB is stuck in the limbo of
choosing performers who the students
will enjoy while also making sure
the artists fall into line with the rigid
regulations set forth by the university
and its mission. Even the marketing
of events is made difficult by these
regulations, because the university is
so concerned with appearance. The
TPB, along with most other campus
organizations, is left with taping
posters on the ground in hopes that
students hurriedly walking to class will
divert attention from their cell phones
and notice such advertisements, as per
the strict campus advertising policy.
Most of the time, people never even
take a second glance.
The first step is attendance. TPB
kills itself getting artists who they think
students will appreciate, so students
should show their appreciation and
school spirit by going out to events
like these. With increased student
participation, the TPB will have the
ability to book bigger performers.
Their task, at times, seems damn near
impossible, but the challenge is a
much anticipated one. The TPB strives
to make students and faculty happy. It
just needs a little help from either end
to make it happen.

Best ways to watch
TV from the comfort
of your own... Lap!
by Meredith Mellon
There are many nights when a
favorite TV show is set to air, but
unfortunately there are still 100 pages
to be read before tomorrow's English
class.
Fortunately,
with
today's
advanced technology, there are a
variety of ways to watch TV shows
online. Some of these include the
websites Hulu, Netflix and SideReel.
There are many differences between
these sites, including the number of
episodes available, how quickly an
episode becomes available and how
much it costs to watch the episodes.
The first comparison is the number
of episodes available on the site. On
some sites, there are links for every
season and every episode of a TV show,
while other sites have a slim selection of
episodes. Hulu is one of these sites that
has every show available but not each
episode of the shows. For example,
Hulu provides every episode of every
season for "The Office," but for shows
like "Gossip Girl," the website only
provides the most recent episodes.
Then there are TV shows that
have no episodes at all, only snippets
of episodes with a maximum of two
minutes. Hulu files
these snippets
under the title "TV Clips". Therefore,
Hulu's main selling point, "Watch your
favorites. Anytime. For free." is not
entirely correct, because not everyone's
favorite TV show is truly available.
Netflix offers similar access to TV
shows that Hulu does. Some shows
like "Parks and Recreation" have every
season and every episode available,
but for other shows, the company does
not offer instant streaming. Rather, the
customer must order the discs through
the mail. This seems to make watching
a favorite TV show more of a hassle,
rather than an experience of instant
gratification.
Last, SideReel is a website that
has every TV show and every episode
to go along with them. SideReel offers
a variety of links to watch a TV show,
but many of the websites create popups. The links will lead the viewer
to a variety of websites including
"Megavideo," which, after a> certain
amount of minutes have been watched.

makes the viewer wait another hour or
so until more viewing is allowed. While
each website offers a good variety of
episodes, there are vast differences
in how quickly each episode is made
available.
The more quickly an episode
is
made
available,
the
better.
Unfortunately, it sometimes takes
awhile for new episodes to appear on
Hulu and Netflix. On Hulu, it takes a
few days for a new episode to appear on
the website, and on Netflix, the episode
lag is even longer. For example, the
finale of "The Real Housewives of
New Jersey" just aired on television,
yet there are still no episodes from this
season yet on Netflix. On SideReel,
there are links the morning after an
episode is aired, maybe even before, if
staying up until the wee hours of the
morning is an option.
Another difference between these
three websites is how much it costs to
watch each episode. SideReel is the
only option which is completely free
and does not require a membership.
Netflix requires a membership, and
there a variety of options at different
prices. The first
option is having
unlimited streaming but no DVD
rentals for $7.99 a month. Then there
are plans in which a certairt amount of
DVDs can be taken out at time, and
that also starts at $7.99 a month and is
an additional fee along with the online
streaming option. Hulu is free but
offers something called "Hulu Plus"
which is $7.99 per month and claims
it offers more shows, more movies and
more ways to watch. Even though Hulu
Plus claims to offer more shows, when
looking at the options, many of those
are also available on the free version of
Hulu.
Staying on top of TV shows can be
difficult because of schooKvork and the
vast selection of shows. After looking
at the different aspects of Hulu, Netflix
and SideReel, it seems like SideReel
is the best option because it is free,
episodes are made available within
hours of airing on TV, and there are
links to every episode of every TV
show. The next time late night studying
keeps the new episode of "Modern
Family" from being played on TV in
the dorms, check out SideReel to catch
up.

Photo Courtesy of Alyssa Burns

Emily Qreenstein is excited for others to be able to view and purchase her photographs, which will be on display in Cafe 976 throughout
the entire month of October.

Photos Invading the Art Scene
Works

USD s own
by Emily Greenstein on
Display at Cafe 976

Bv Courtney Ochi
After a casual day strolling
through Pacific Beach, freshman
Emily Greenstein stumbled upon Cafe
976 on Felspar Street. A sign in the
window read. "Seeking Artists," and
she quickly entered to find out more.
Cafe 976 is a small and charming
cafe that serves coffee as well as
menu items. However, the local art
that covers its interior attracts patrons
just as well as the food and drinks.
Every month, a different artist is
given free reign to display and sell his
or her artwork. During the month of
October, Greenstein's photos will fill
Cafe 976.
"Knowing that people come in
and out of the caf£ and see my art
daily makes me feel empowered,"
Greenstein said. "Even if people don't
buy my photos, they are still seeing

my view of the world."
Greenstein has 16 framed pieces
on display at Cafe 976. Most are 8x10
prints that range from $30 to $50. She
also has one photograph printed on a
16x20 canvas that she is selling for
$170.
Greenstein's love for photography
started at a young age.
"My mom used to be a photo
journalist, so when I was younger, she
always had a 35mm Canon around
with us," Greenstein said. When she
entered high school her mom gave her
an old camera, and she began to play
around with film. Later she progressed
into digital camera work.
Though she also enjoys portrait
work, Greenstein chose to display
mostly scenic work at Cafd 976.
Most of the photos are of places she
has visited. There are many images
of Europe and parts of Colorado, her
home state. She has also found time

to photograph areas of San Diego and
capture the scenery in Pacific Beach.
Although
she
is
currently
undeclared, Greenstein plans to major
in business marketing with a minor
in photography. She will spend a
month this summer studying digital
photography in Paris through the
USD study abroad program. After
graduating, she wants to pursue
a career in fashion advertisement
photography and eventually use her
business degree to open her own
studio in Colorado.
"I realized this school doesn't
have a big art scene, but a lot of the
neighborhoods do," Greenstein said.
She hopes that other students get the
same opportunity she has already had
to explore San Diego. Through her
display, she hopes to expose others to
her artwork as well as sell her pieces
so that others can enjoy snippets of
her world.
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Desire
trumps
death

Bv Tvler Wilson
"Friday Night Lights," arguably the
greatest TV show of all time, focuses
one of its main story lines for the en
tirety of the show on the life of star high
school quarterback Jason Street. Street
had it all - the beautiful girlfriend, the
good looks and college football recruit
ers from all over the country interested
in his talent. But he lost all of this in a
blink of an eye after an attempted tackle
went wrong.
In the pilot episode, Street played
in the first football game of the season
and threw an interception. When Street
attempted to tackle the interceptor, he
did so with his head down, which is
improper form for tackling and became
paralyzed from the waste down. His life
•<was changed forever. His football career
was over, his girlfriend ended up cheat
ing on him with his best friend and his
popularity dwindled.
Street is not the only athlete who
was a victim of an issue of safety i,n
sports. Dale Earnhardt Sr., arguably the Sophomore Rachel Alvery goes up for a kill against LMU on Oct. 15.TheToreros topped the Lions and improved their winning streak to seven.
greatest NASCAR driver of all time,
died in a car crash at Daytona Motor
Speedway. Numerous football players
have died from heat exhaustion during
training camp, while others have been
permanently affected by concussions
and hard hits. Many others from all
sports have been affected by injury and
have sometimes died.
and sophomore Chloe Ferrari added 10 win overall. The Toreros moved to 19-1 a good fight in the third match that led to
Most recently, Dan Wheldon, an
By Dominique Conners
kills each. In the first two sets, the Gaels overall, and 5-1 in the West Coast Con a late rally and win over the Toreros. In
IndyCar driver, died of head trauma in
the fourth set Ferrari started a 7-2 rally,
After a disappointing loss ear seemed to have their way with the Tore ference.
an accident at Las Vegas Motor Speed
The week didn't end there for the and with Tatsch's kill, the Toreros were
ros. Then the Toreros stepped it up in the
lier this month to the University of San
way on Oct. 15. He was only 33 years
Toreros. They welcomed LMU on the able to pull away with nice 25-19 win.
Francisco, many people didn't know third set, responding with a momentum
old and had two sons and a wife to sup
When leadership is questioned,
port. He was at the peak of his career how exactly the USD women's volley swing of their own as they claimed a 26- courts of the Jenny Craig Pavilion Satur
day. With major efforts by Ferrari, who these Toreros know how to answer. With
ball squad would bounce back. With 24 win.
when he died and had a full life ahead
With the match score at 2-1, the had a 17-kill performance, the Toreros these victories, the Toreros have won
no seniors on the team, leadership may
of him.
were able to fly past the Lions with an seven consecutive matches, climbed to
Toreros knew it was now or never. In the
have been an issue, but not for this tal
Wheldon's death has once again
No. 16 in the rankings and moved into
fourth set, both teams rallied for points
overall 3-1 victory. Tatsch also added in
ented group of women. This week, the
brought issues of safety to the forefront
second
place in the WCC conference.
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kills,
while
Kandiss
Anderson
had
24
until
the
Toreros
came
away
with
a
vic
No.
17
Toreros
defeated
both
the
Saint
of sports. Whether its Jimmie Johnson
proclaiming that open-wheel racing Mary's College Gaels and the Loyola tory of 25-21 with the help of freshman digs to help on defense. In the first set
The Toreros took on San Diego
the LMU Lions grabbed some momen
Jianna Bonomi who started and finished
should not take place on an oval because Marymount University Lions.
State
University on Tuesday night and
tum,
until
the
Toreros
rallied
past
them
a
Toreros
rally.
It
all
came
down
to
the
At
Saint
Mary's,
the
Toreros
had
the speeds are too fast or whether cer
fifth set as the Toreros were fighting to for a easy 25-19 win. The second set was pulled out another win, topping the Az
to rally from a 2-0 deficit to claim vic
tain hits by football players are deemed
keep hopes alive. The Toreros grabbed close again, as both teams traded the lead tecs 3-2 and improving their record to
legal or illegal, safety has always been tory over the Gaels. The team was led by
an
early lead, but the Gaels didn't give throughout the set. But with the Toreros' 21-1 on the year.
juniors
Amber
Tatsch
and
Carrie
Baird,
an issue in sports. It is an inevitable is
Their next match is against the
athletic ability and fight, they were able
up. After crucial hits and a nice kill by
who claimed 16 kills each. They weren't
sue that no one can avoid.
to squeeze past the Lions again for a 25- Brigham Young University Cougars in
When Earnhardt passed away, the only Toreros in double figures for Lozic, the Toreros were able to claim
NASCAR attempted to make drastic kills, as both freshman Sandra Lozic the 15-11 win in the last set and a 3-2 20 win in the second set. The Lions gave Provo, Utah on Saturday at 6 p.m.
changes to its safety policies. But none
theless, NASCAR had lost one of its
all-time greats. The sport was changed
forever.
Wheldon, who was the winner of
the most recent Indy 500, was a rising
star in IndyCar racing. IndyCar will for
ever be changed by Wheldon's passing,
but his death, just like the death of Earn
hardt, will not stop people from partici
pating in a sport because it is too danger
ous. Belgian cyclist Wouter Weylandt
even died during the Giro d'ltalia, par
ticipating in a sport that is not thought of
as too dangerous by many people.
The death of Earnhardt and the
physical and mental effects of football
players being injured are not going to
stop people from participating in the
sports they love. Ultimately, the adren
aline rush and popularity of playing
sports is not going to dissuade people
from not playing.
Street's life was changed forever
after his football injury, but it was not
ruined. He used his experiences in
sports to get a job as a sports agent. And
even though Earhnhardt and Wheldon
passed away from participation in the
sports they loved, their deaths have and
will change the safety requirements of
their respective sports forever. And even
though deaths can have a positive im
pact for the future of the sports, death
and injury are never a good thing.
No matter how many people die or
have catastrophic injuries from sports,
people are always going to have a desire
to play them. This desire stems from the
importance our society places on sports.
Sports are an economic means to an end.
They are a way to mansions, expensive
cars and more money than they know
what to do with. This is where our soci
ety is today, and this will not change be
cause of the shear importance of sports
to our societal identity.
People are always going to strive to
play dangerous sports for many reasons
in spite of the risk of injury and death.
Either they get pleasure from playing
it, or they see it as a means to an end.
These reasons are enough to trump the
possibility of life-changing injury and
death for many people in the world. Life
is all about taking risks. Sports is no dif
ferent. Sports involves a great amount
P h o t o s by Anne Brady
of risk, but in the end, people are going
TOP LEFT: Sophomores Rachel Alvey and Chloe Ferrari go up for a block. BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Jianna Bonomi serves against LMU. RIGFIT: Junior AmberTatsch serves the
to take this risk to play the sports that
ball against LMU.
they love.

Women 's volleyball wins again
With two wins last week, the Toreros climb to No. 16 in the nation
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Junior Leon Knoll's swing progression atThe Prestige tournament hosted by Stanford.

USD golf plauged by injury, finishes in 14th place
I
By Scott Brace

The University of San Diego
men's golf team headed to Palm
Springs, Calif, last weekend to com
pete in The Prestige, hosted by Stan
ford University.
After their final
round fight,
which earned them a respectable fifth
place finish at the Wolf Pack Classic,
the Toreros were in good spirits to tack
le the tough playing field at PGA West.
Teams at The Prestige included
Oregon and Stanford, the No. 1 and
No. 2 programs in the nation, as well
as three other teams ranked inside the
top-30. There were also five players
competing in the event that ranked in
the top-20 individually in the world
amateur golf rankings.

Before USD had even hit a shot
in the tournament they were dealt a
double setback, as both sophomore Joe
Carlson and junior Leon Knoll were
forced to compete with injuries. Knoll
had a trapped nerve in his neck, and
Carlson injured his wrist during the
practice round.
With the tournament being a five
players per team but count four scores
format, the Toreros faced a tough task
to even post an eligible score, as it was
unsure whether the injured players
would be able to complete their rounds.
The first day did see all five men
play and finish. However, it was evi
dent who was struggling physically.
Senior Alex Ching, who earlier in the
week was named the WCC Player of
the Month for September, continued
his strong start to the season with an
opening round of 71 that put him at

1-under-par. Freshman Linus Vaisanen
matched Ching's score, while Grant
Forrest posted an even par 72. Knoll
and Carlson both turned in rounds of
80, meaning the Toreros sat in 10th
place in the 16-team field.
Day two saw an ever-so-slight
improvement on the Toreros first round
score. However their 5-over-par total
meant they fell further away from the
lead as those above and below them lit
the course with birdies.
Ching was again the pace setter
for USD, as he posted an impressive 67
to move himself into sixth place indi
vidually. Forrest also chipped in with
a sub-par round of 70, but the three
remaining Toreros struggled. Vaisanen
and Knoll returned rounds of 78 while
Carlson posted an 81.
Heading to the final round, Carl
son was forced to withdraw from the

event due to his wrist injury, which
left the final four Toreros knowing that
each of their scores was guaranteed to
count.
But the team responded well as
they posted their lowest round of the
tournament shooting a 5-under-par 283.
Ching's 68 vaulted him up the
leaderboard into a tie for third place,
helping to continue his streak of top-10
finishes. He is now a perfect four for
four on the season. Vaisanen bounced
back from his up-and-down day two,
finishing with a 69, while Forrest and
Knoll both had 73.
"It was a pretty frustrating week
for me" Forrest said. "I hit the ball
well, didn't miss many fairways, but
couldn't make any putts. We had two
injuries the first two days which really
set us back, and we had to count two
really high scores, but we did well to-

day."

The strong
>nt 1finish was only enough
to move the.Toreros to a 14th place fin
ish as many teams were able to take
advantage of the perfect Californian
conditions.
USD's fall season concludes with
the team's upcoming trip to Hawaii,
where they will compete in the Kauai
Collegiate Invitational. As two-time
defending champions of the event, the
Toreros hope to three-peat and set a
positive tone headed into the spring.
"We're looking forward to the
Hawaii trip," Vaisanen said. "We're
starting to play better as a team. Hope
fully we can finish off the fall on a high
with a win."
The Kauai Collegiate Invitational
begins Oct. 30, and USD will be fa
vored to win, provided they can stay
healthy.

Photos by Laura Wetherell

LEFT: Redshirt senior Adam Campbell starts up the attack with a goal kick. RIGHT: Junior forward Patrick Wallen tries to steal ball from UCLA defender. Wallen scored in theToreros' last game againsl%anta Clara on Oct. 16.

Men's soccer moves up to first place in WCC
By David Downs and
Tyler Wilson

The USD men's soccer team sits
in first place in the West Coast Confer
ence after battling through a plethora of
injuries, the most that head coach Seamus McFadden has ever seen in his 33year tenure as USD's head coach. But
despite all the injuries, the Toreros have
kept battling and have showed that they
are a resilient team.
"Our guys have really battled
through adversity," McFadden said.
"We have had so many different line
ups. They have done everything we have
asked them to do and are a good group
of lads."
The Toreros' resiliency was in
full display this past Friday when they
handed the University of San Francisco

Dons (5-5-2 overall, 3-1-1 WCC) their
first WCC loss of the season.
After a disappointing overtime
loss to Gonzaga University in their pre
vious outing, USD found a way to win
by shutting out USF 1-0 at Torero Sta
dium. The game was a tightly-contested
defensive struggle with neither team
scoring in the first half. Despite creating
ample opportunity to score, the Toreros
were unable to connect on any of their
first-half scoring attempts. The Dons of
fense proved equally ineffective, failing
to convert on four shots on goal.
The second half, much like the
first, was dominated by defense. How
ever, the shutout was finally broken in
the 62nd minute when USD sophomore
midfielder Elijah Galbraith-Knapp man
aged to tap in a short range shot past
USF junior goalie Brendan Roslund to
take a narrow 1 -0 lead.

"Eli [Galbraith-Knapp] had a great
play," McFadden said. "He's been doing
really well for us. We had to move him
to midfield from the defense because of
the injuries and it paid off."
The goal by Galbraith-Kryjpp was
just the second allowed by USF during
WCC play this season and the first al
lowed by the Dons' defense in the last
341 minutes of play.
Despite the red-card ejection of ju
nior midfielder Conor McFadden in the
82nd minute, the Toreros' defense, lead
by senior goalkeeper Adam Campbell,
was able to hold on and claim the 1-0
victory. This marked the fifth shutout
victory for USD this season.
The Toreros were able to continue
their winning ways by picking up anoth
er impressive victory at home with a 2-0
shutout over the Santa Clara University
Broncos (6-5-3, 2-4-0 WCC) last Sun

day afternoon.
Offensively USD was lead by ju
nior forward Patrick Wallen and sopho
more midfielder Elijah Galbraith-Knapp
who both found the back of the net
against the Broncos. The Toreros' de
fense was again led by Campbell who
recorded five saves to improve his re
cord to 7-3-1 on the season. Overall,
the Toreros' have recorded five shutouts
on the season with Campbell starting at
goalkeeper for all five of those victories.
The match against Santa Clara
displayed some of the most physically
aggressive competition that USD has
been involved in all season. The penal
ty-heavy game included a total of five
yellow cards and a red card issued to
Santa Clara's junior defender Johnny
Martinez in the 88th minute. Combined,
both teams accounted for 29 fouls in the
contest.

These were two big games for
us," coach McFadden said when talking
about this past weekend's matches. "We
are pleased with the effort, especially
with all the guys that have been injured
and all the different line-up changes we
have had to make."
The Toreros are now 7-5-1, with a
4-1-1 record in WCC play and sit in first
place in the conference, despite suffer
ing a few close losses in the early weeks
of the season. They'll attempt to extend
their lead in the WCC when they travel
to San Francisco for a rematch with the
Dons on Oct 2^,after a much needed 10day break. '
"If we \^>uld have had that Gonza
ga game we \w>uld have been dancing,"
McFadden sam.t"But you know that's
soccer. Even though we are in first place
in the WCO mfc,conference is far from
over. Every g3jT(e is going to be a war."
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Redshirt sohphomore Mason Mills evades pass rush on pass attempt against Drake University on Oct. 15. Mills finished the game completing 25 of 37 passes for 315 yards and three touchdowns.

Toreros top Drake to stay unbeaten in PFL
Mason Mills once again has a strong performance throwing for 3 TDs

By Morgan Lewis
In a game that featured two unbeat
en Pioneer Football League teams, the
University of San Diego football team
(6-1; 4-0 PFL) was able to hold off the
visiting Drake Bulldogs (5-2; 3-1 PFL)
by a score of 31-24. With the victory,
the Toreros remain unbeaten in PFL
play, really raising hopes for a league
title.
"We knew it was going to be a
tough, physical football game, and I
am just really proud of our team," head
coach Ron Caragher said. "We had a
few too many turnovers, and a few too
many penalties to my liking. Neverthe
less, we kept battling, we kept pushing
and when you never quit and never give
up, you just never know what can hap
pen, and good things happened for us
today."
Going into the game against Drake,

the Toreros knew it would be their
toughest test of the season.
"We definitely had our work cut
out for us in preparation for this week's
game" fullback Quintin Brown said.
"They were the best team we had faced
to this point."
The underdog Toreros did have a
lot of momentum coming into the con
test. The team had trampled over their
opponents in the first three games of
PFL play, winning each game in a blow
out. The Toreros were looking to answer
the call when matched up with a true
test in Drake.
The front seven for Drake was the
biggest challenge for the Torero offense.
The offensive line definitely had their
work cut out for them, facing a very
strong and explosive defensive front.
"Those guys were the toughest
front we have faced all season long,"
Junior tackle Matt Peleti said of their
opponent. "They were very big and def
initely were a hand full, but we did not

back down from the fight."
The defense for Drake was able to
slow down Torero running back Ken
James, holding him to a season low
3.1 yards per carry. But where the run
ning game was lacking, the aerial attack
shined. The team was yet again led by
redshirt sophomore quarterback Mason
Mills, who added three more touchdown
passes to his already impressive season,
giving him 19 on the season. Mills was
highly efficient the entire day, complet
ing 25-37 passes for 315 yards.
The biggest play of the day took
place in the final period of play, when
sophomore wideout Sam Hoekstra re
turned a punt 85 yards for a touchdown,
putting USD up by two scores in the
fourth quarter. Hoekstra was able to
redeem himself after he fumbled early
in the first quarter which led to Drake's
first points of the game. Hoekstra was
also Mills' favorite target on the day,
hauling in 8 passes for 86 yards.
The defense has continued to im

prove each week and made plays in
key spots during the contest. With the
Toreros leading 31-24, Drake acquired
the ball at their own four-yard line with
just under 40 seconds to play. The Bull
dogs hopes for a comeback were shat
tered when senior safety Loka Kanongataa picked off a pass to ice the game.
Kanongataa had a very impressive day,
leading the team with 8 tackles. Once
again, the defensive line wreaked havoc
in their opponent's backfield. Starters
Mario Kurn and Blake Oliaro both had
a pair of sacks and have continued to be
the bright spots for the defense.
The game was not always pretty. It
was an extremely hard-fought contest
that was not truly decided until the final
seconds.
"Our performance as a whole team
will not be the best on film, but we
walked away with the victory," Oliaro
said of the game.
The most impressive thing about
the Toreros on Saturday was their abil

ity to overcome adversity. Turnovers
and penalties plagued USD at moments
during the game, but they continually
responded and kept fighting even after
things did not go their way.
The big thing for the Toreros is to
keep moving forward after beating a
tough opponent in Drake. The team has
improved every week since their loss to
UC Davis just five weeks ago. Looking
at the team now, it is hard to fathom that
this is the same team that took a beat
ing like they did against Davis. Hopes
are very high that the Toreros will be
able to win their first league title since
2007. For that to happen, USD needs
to keep improving and win out to gain
sole possession of first place. If they can
continue to make the strides they have
made, the sky is the limit for this very
talented group.
The Toreros will head back on the
road for their next contest on Oct. 22
against PFL opponent Campbell Uni
versity.
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TheToreros offense huddles up for pre-snap play call given by team leader Mason Mills

